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ABSTRACT
The lattice Coulomb-gauge hamiltonian is derived from
the transfer matrix of Wilson's Euclidean lattice gauge theory.
The restriction to a fundamental modular region (no Gribov
copies) is implemented in the hamiltonian formalism.  The
lattice form of Gauss's law is satisfied identically, and the
static Coulombic color-electric field is calculated in leading
order.  It produces an interaction energy between an external
quark-anti-quark pair that grows at large r like r5/3.  Bound
state equations for hadrons in this confining potential are
derived in leading order.
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21.  Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics, which appears to provide a satisfactory
framework for understanding the strong interactions, is expected to have
two striking features:  (i) the force between colored particles is of such
long range that it confines them, and so (ii) the gluons whose exchange is
responsible for this force are absent from the physical spectrum.  These
two features, though complimentary, appear difficult to accommodate
simultaneously in a manifestly Lorentz-covariant theory where one would
expect that the gluon propagator at zero momentum should (i) possess a
strong singularity as a manifestation of the long-range force and (ii) be
strongly suppressed because there are no massless gluons.  By contrast, the
hamiltonian formulation in the Coulomb gauge can easily accommodate
these two features because the long-range force can be carried by an
instantaneous static color-Coulomb field, while the propagator of (three-
dimensionally) transverse, would-be physical gluons is suppressed.  The in-
stantaneous field is required by Gauss's law, which is satisfied identically
by the color-electric fields in the Coulomb-gauge hamiltonian.  The
restriction to the fundamental modular region, a region without Gribov
copies [1], makes the Gauss's law constraint more severe.  Indeed many
years ago Gribov [1] proposed this as a confining mechanism.  We have
calculated the instantaneous color-Coulomb electric field in leading order
and find that it falls at large r like r - 2/3, and gives rise to an interaction
energy between an external quark-anti-quark pair that grows at large r like
r5/3.
3Ultraviolet divergences may appear to be an obstacle to the use of the
Coulomb-gauge hamiltonian.  However this obstacle is overcome by gauge-
fixing in Wilson's Euclidean lattice gauge theory.  This is a quantized,
regularized and gauge-invariant theory which one may gauge fix.  After
gauge-fixing, the lattice Coulomb-gauge hamiltonian is derived from the
transfer matrix of the Euclidean lattice theory by integrating out the
variables on the vertical links in the limit in which the length of these links
approaches zero.  One finds that the lattice form of Gauss's law is satisfied
exactly, and an instantaneous long-range confining potential appears.  The
lattice Coulomb-gauge hamiltonian inherits the non-perturbative
regularization of Wilson's theory, so ultra-violet and infra-red divergences
are strictly controlled.  Although cancellation of the ultraviolet divergences
in the lattice Coulomb gauge is not yet established explicitly, this should be
a technical problem as long as the cancellation occurs in Wilson's Euclidean
gauge theory.
In classical Yang-Mills theory, Gauss's law in the presence of quark
color-charge density r qu reads
(D × E)a ”  Ñ × Ea + g0fabcAb × Ec = g0 r qua, (1.1)
where A represents the 3 spatial components of the vector potential, and D
is the 3-dimensional gauge-covariant derivative.  (Vectors are always
3-vectors.)  Gauss's law fixes the longitudinal component of the color-
electric field.  Indeed, if we decompose E into its tranverse and
longitudinal parts,
4Eia(x) = Eitr,a(x) - Ñ i j a(x), (1.2)
where Ñ × Etr = 0, and j  is a color-Coulomb potential, then Gauss's law
reads
- (D × Ñ j )a = - g0 fabc Ab × Etr,c + g0 r qua ”  g0 r a. (1.3)
Here r a is a color-charge density that includes part of the color-charge
density, - g0fabc Ab × Etr,c, of the gluons.  The operator that appears on the
left – where one would find  - Ñ 2  in an Abelian theory – is the
3-dimensional Faddeev-Popov operator M(A) ”  - D(A) × Ñ .  Gauss's law is
the differential form of the color-Coulomb law which expresses the color-
Coulomb potential j  in terms of the remaining variables by means of the
instantaneous and non-local operator M-1(A),
j
a(x) = g0 (M-1 r )a(x) = g0 ò  d3y (M-1)a,b(x, y; A) r b(y). (1.4)
Despite its non-invariant appearance, the color-Coulomb law holds in every
gauge and in every Lorentz frame.  The color-electric field may be
expressed in terms of the transverse color-electric field and (the spatial
components of) A,
E = Etr - g0 Ñ  M-1 r , (1.5)
Ea = Etr,a - g0 Ñ  (M-1)ab (- fbcd Ac × Etr,d + r qub). (1.6)
5In the Coulomb gauge, one sets Aia(x) = Aitr,a(x).  This makes
M ( A )  =  M ( A tr) symmetric.  It also fixes A0  = -  A0  by a time-
independent constraint.  For with E = - ¶ A / ¶ t - DA0 , one has
Ñ × E = MA0 = - Ñ 2 j , so
A0 = M-1(- Ñ 2) j  = g0M-1(- Ñ 2)M-1 r . (1.7)
In the hamiltonian formulation in the Coulomb gauge, the conjugate
canonical dynamical variables are Atr and -Etr.  The expressions that appear
on the right-hand side of the last four equations are functions of these
dynamical variables only.  In the quantum theory, one sets Etr = i ¶ / ¶ Atr,
and the continuum quantum Coulomb hamiltonian of Christ and Lee [2], is
given by
H = 2-1 ò  d3x ( s - 1E† s E + B2), (1.8)
Here E is as above, e ijkBka = Ñ iAjtr,a - Ñ jAitr,a + g0fabcAitr,bAjtr,c, and
s  ”  detM(Atr).  The energy of the color-eletric field (1.6) includes the
instantaneous longitudinal field produced by the A-dependent integral
operator (M-1)(Atr).  We shall see that the restriction to the fundamental
modular region  makes this a confining field.
The lattice Coulomb hamiltonian will be obtained in sect. 4 from the
transfer matrix of Wilson's Euclidean gauge theory on a lattice of finite
spatial extent.  It is obtained by gauge-fixing to the (minimal) lattice
Coulomb gauge, and integrating out the variables associated with vertical
links in the limit in which the length of the vertical links goes to zero.  The
6lattice Coulomb hamiltonian obtained in this way is of canonical form and
contains color-electric fields that satisfy the lattice form of Gauss's law
identically.  Indeed, in the coordinate system which we shall use, which on
each spatial link is,
taAx,ia = 2-1(Ux,i - Ux,i†)traceless, (1.9)
equations (1.3) – (1.7) are unchanged in form in going from the continuum
theory to the lattice.  The only change in formula (1.8) for the continuum
quantum hamiltonian is that in the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian, the link
variable Ex,i,a is replaced by
Ex,i,a  = Jab(Ax,itr)Ex,i,b, (1.10)
where the Jab(A) satisfy the differential equations of the Lie algebra of
SU(n) on each link, namely [Jac(A) ¶ /Ac, Jbd(A) ¶ /Ad] = fabcJcd(A) ¶ /Ad
(and of course the magnetic energy is the plaquette action on spatial
plaquettes, and the weight s  includes the Haar measure). The lattice form
of equations (1.4) – (1.7), and the Heisenberg equations of motion of the
lattice Coulomb hamiltonian provide a quantized and regularized
expression for all the classical Yang-Mills equations of motion.  Use of the
coordinates (1.8) instead of the exponential mapping Ux,i = exp(taAx,ia),
may be essential to obtaining the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian in closed
form, which otherwise appears to be known only as an infinite power
series [3].
7In the quantum gauge theory, in addition to the lattice Coulomb
hamiltonian, one must also specify a configuration space which is free of
Gribov copies.  (For an alternative approach, see [4] and [5].)  This is taken
to be the principal modular region which will be described in sects. 3 and
5.  Section 6 contains the crucial result that the restriction to the
fundamental modular region is not consistent with the usual perturbative
expansion in powers of g0.  We find however that it is consistent with an
expansion in powers of g0, in which the leading contribution to M-1 is a
c-number term of order g0-1,
(M-1)a,b(x, y; Atr) = g0-1 u(x-y) d a,b + O(1). (1.11)
so the color-electric field
E = Etr -  Ñ  ò  d3y u(x - y) r (y) + O(g0) (1.12)
has a longitudinal part that is of order g00 instead of g01, and which
contributes to the zero-order hamiltonian.  This is a rather literal
expression of anti-screening.  Here u(r) is a function that we call the static
color-Coulomb potential.  It is independent of Atr, and is determined by  a
self-consistency condition, equation (6.58) below.  We have not calculated
u(r) exactly, but only to leading order in a systematic approximation
scheme that is described in sects. 7 and 11.  Our expression for u in leading
order gives a contribution to the interaction energy E(r) of an external
quark-anti-quark pair that for small r has the form, C[4 p r ln( m /r)]-1, in
agreement with the perturbative renormalization-group.  At large r, u(r)
behaves like m 4/3r1/3 in leading order, so an external quark with color-
8charge Qa located at the origin possesses a static color-Coulomb electric
field given by Eia(x) = const ·  m 4/3r-2/3 (xi/r) Qa.  The energy E(r) of an
external quark-anti-quark pair is a gauge-invariant quantity.  The
contribution to this quantity from the static color-Coulombic field grows at
large separation r like m 8/3r5/3 in leading order.  Because of the universal
coupling (1.12) of u to all color charge r , only color-singlet states have
finite energy.  We do not know to what extent these results persist in a
higher-order calculation.  However in leading order they exhibit the
qualitative features of a confining theory.
The organization of this article is as follows.  Section 2 is didactic in
style, although the results are believed to be new.  It addresses the problem
of how a restriction on the configuration space, such as the restriction to a
fundamental modular region L , may be implemented for a system with a
large number of degrees of freedom, such as a lattice theory described by a
hamiltonian H.  The implementation relies on the close connection between
a quantum mechanical hamiltonian and a classical statistical mechanical
system with partition function Z = tr[exp(-b H)] = limM fi ¥ TM, where the
transfer matrix is given by T = exp(- e H).  Suppose that the configuration
space is restricted by a condition of the form G(A) £  0, where G(A) is a
bulk quantity.  In sect 2 it is shown that in the partition function the
restriction may be implemented by using the transfer matrix
T eff  =  exp[  - e  ( H + g G)], and integrating over the unrestricted
configuration space.  Here g   is a thermodynamic parameter that is
determined in the infinite-volume limit by the condition
limV fi ¥ V-1 Æ G æ  = 0-, (1.13)
9where the expectation value is calculated in the system with partition
function Zeff = limM fi ¥ TeffM.  Because of the equivalence between a
statistical mechanical system and a quantum mechanical system, this
corresponds to using the effective hamiltonian,
Heff = H + g G, (1.14)
in the unrestricted configuration space, and calculating Æ G æ  in the ground
state of Heff.  This is the quantum analog of the familiar equivalence of
different statistical mechanical ensembles such the the micro-canonical and
canonical.  We call G, the horizon function, and (1.13) the horizon
condition.  The method is illustrated by some elementary examples.  In
particular, the eigenvalues of the N-dimensional laplacian operator
restricted to the interior of an N-dimensional ellipsoid are calculated in the
limit N fi  ¥ .  The implementation of the restriction of the configuration
space by (1.13) and (1.14) is correct only in the infinite-volume limit,
where the number of degrees of freedom becomes infinite.  On the
contrary, in the works of Lüscher [6], Cutkosky [7], and van Baal [8] and
co-workers, and in [3], which also use the Coulomb hamiltonian, the
restriction to the fundamental modular region is imposed in the
approximation in which a finite number of modes are retained.
In the Appendix, the method of sect. 2 for implementing the
restriction of the configuration space is verified for a model which is
solved exactly for finite N, and the leading corrections to the large-N limit
are found.
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For the case of QCD, it will be found that the thermodynamic
parameter g  sets the scale for hadronic mass, and corresponds in
conventional perturbation theory to the introduction of a renormalized
mass L QCD.  The horizon condition (1.13) may be solved for g0 instead of
g , and this corresponds in conventional perturbation theory to solving the
renormalization-group equation for g0.
In sect. 3 we give a precise definition of the minimal lattice Coulomb
gauge, which is used to fix Wilson's Euclidean gauge-invariant lattice
theory.  It is has the defining property that the link variables U are made as
close to unity as possible, in an optimal way, on all the spatial links of the
Euclidean lattice.  Some elementary properties of this gauge are derived in
sect. 3.
In sect. 4, the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian Hcoul, given in eq. (4.76),
is derived from the transfer matrix associated with the partition function of
Wilson's Euclidean lattice gauge theory,
Z = ò  dU exp[ - SW(U) ] (1.15)
The variables associated with the vertical links are integrated out in the
limit in which the length a0 of the vertical links approaches zero, so the
hamiltonian depends only on the variables associated to horizontal links of
the lattice.  The Heisenberg equations of motion of this hamiltonian, and
the constraints that are satisfied identically, provide a quantized and
regularized version of all the classical Yang-Mills equations.  The
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derivation of the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian makes sect. 4 the longest
section of this article.  The author considers it of interest to see how
integrating out the vertical links produces a canonical lattice hamiltonian in
which the color-electric field operator satisfies the lattice form of Gauss's
law exactly.  However a reader who is primarily interested in applications
may safely skip this derivation, with the assurance that it produces a
regularized version of the Coulomb gauge hamiltonian of Christ and
Lee [2].
In addition to the hamiltonian, the quantum theory also requires
specification of the configuration space.  In sect. 5, the horizon function
G(Atr) is defined that describes the fundamental modular region L  of QCD
by G(Atr) £  0 in  the minimal Coulomb gauge on a periodic lattice in the
infinite-volume limit.  (Its expression on a finite lattice is not known.)  The
original derivation of this function in the continuum [9] and lattice theory
[10] has been improved recently [11], but it still cannot be regarded as
rigorous.  However, it has recently been discovered [12,13], following the
work of Maggiore and Schaden [14], that G(Atr) vanishes identically,
G(Atr) = 0 for all Atr, on a finite lattice with free boundary conditions,  as
is explained in sect. 5, (although not of course on a finite periodic lattice).
This is just what is wanted, because in the infinite-volume limit of the
periodic lattice with the horizon condition (1.14), Æ G æ  = 0, the distinction
between free and periodic boundary conditions should be lost.  Thus in the
the modified hamiltonian Heff = Hcoul + g 0G, differs from the canonical
hamiltonian Hcoul by something that is formally zero.  This may be
regarded as an alternative derivation of Heff.  It is convenient to absorb the
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weight s  into the wave-functions, so the hamiltonian becomes Heff' =
s
1/2Heffs - 1/2.
The theory described by Heff, eq. (1.14), is not a gauge theory unless
the horizon condition (1.13) is satisfied, which fixes g  to the critical value
g cr = g (g0).  In sect. 6, the crucial non-perturbative consequences of the
horizon condition are derived.  We exhibit the contradiction between the
horizon condition and the usual perturbative expansion.  To be consistent
with the horizon condition, we introduce the alternative expansion (1.11),
and obtain the self-consistency equation (6.58) that determines the static
color-Coulomb potential u.
In sect. 7, the alternative expansion (1.11) is everywhere subsituted
into Heff', and a new zero-order hamiltonian Hr0 is obtained.
In sect. 8, an approximation scheme is introduced to calculate the
static color-Coulomb potential u.  The asymptotic form  at small r of the
solution w(r) = u(0)(r) is calculated in leading order.  It may be written
(4 p r)-1g(r), where g(r) has the form of a renormalized running coupling
constant given by the perturbative renormalization-group.  The horizon
condition is solved in leading order for the unrenormalized coupling
constant g0 , and it also has the form given by the perturbative
renormalization-group.
In sect. 9 the contribution of the static color-Coulomb energy to the
energy E(r) of an external qaurk-anti-quark pair, is calculated using the
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asymptotic form at small r of the leading order expression w(r).  The
result is found to agree with the perturbative renormalization group.
In sect. 10, the asymptotic form at large r of the leading-order static
color-Coulomb potential w(r) = u(0)(r) is calculated.  The interaction
energy of the static color-Coulomb field of an external quark-anti-quark
pair E(r) is found in leading order to grow like r5 /3  at large r.
Consequently, in leading order in our apprximation scheme, all colored
particles are bound into color-neutral hadrons.
In sect. 11, the leading-order bound state equations for hadrons are
derived.  It is shown that hadronization produces no corrections to
w(r) = u(0).  The corrections to w(r) due to mixing of the (leading-order)
hadrons are discussed briefly.
In sect. 12, we conclude with a list of questions raised by the present
investigation.
2.  Restriction of the Configuration Space of a Hamiltonian
System with a Large Number of Degrees of Freedom.
The Feynman-Kac formula expresses a quantum mechanical
expectation value as the expectation value of a fictitious statistical
mechanical ensemble.  If H is the hamiltonian of the quantum mechanical
system, and Z is the partition function of the statistical mechanical
ensemble with transfer matrix T, then they are related by
14
å i exp( - b Ei ) = tr[exp(- b H)] = limM fi ¥ trTM, (2.1)
T = exp(- e H) »  1 - e H,  for e  = M-1 b (2.2)
Z ”  trTM. (2.3)
This correspondence goes both ways:  given H we may find T and Z, and
given T or Z, we may find H.
In statistical mechanics there are well known equivalences between
different ensembles such as the microcanonical and canonical.  For systems
with a large number of degrees of freedom, this translates back into an
equivalence between different kinds quantum mechanical system.  In some
cases, this allows one to replace a system with a boundary by a much
simpler system with a modified hamiltonian and no boundary.
Consider a system with N of degrees of freedom, labelled by an
index k.  In hamiltonian lattice gauge theory, the large-N limit is the
infinite-volume limit.  As a concrete example, the reader may suppose that
the hamiltonian is quadratic
H = 2-1 å k ( - ¶ 2/ ¶ qk2 + Ek2 qk2) (2.4)
where k is a discrete 3-momentum, and Ek may be, for instance,
Ek2 = |k|2, (2.5a)
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or
Ek2 = L k, (2.5b)
where - L k are the eigenvalues of the 3-dimensional lattice laplacian, or
E k = 0. (2.5c)
However it will be seen that are results hold quite generally for a
hamiltonian which is bounded below.
We shall be interested in the consequences of the restriction of gauge
field configurations to a fundamental modular region L .  As an  example,
the reader may suppose that the fundamental modular region is an ellipsoid
defined by
G(q) ”  å k qk2/ck2 - N £  0, (2.6)
where the ck are all of order unity, but again our results will be seen to
hold very generally.  The wave function Y (q) takes values inside this
ellpsoid and is required to vanish on the boundary,
Y (q) = 0    for G(q) = 0. (2.7)
For finite N it is difficult in general to find the eigenvalues of H with this
ellipsoidal boundary condition, even for E(k) = 0, when H simplifies to
the laplacian operator.
16






 Õ k,t dqk,t exp[ - S(q) ] (2.8)
S(q) = 2-1 å k,t  [ e -1 (qk,t+1 - qk,t)2 + e  Ek2 qk,t2 ], (2.9)
where t = 1,... M labels "time" slice.  The region of integration is limited
by the M constraints
G(qt) ”  å k qk,t2/ck2 - N £  0, (2.10)
t = 1,... M, as indicated by the subscript L  on the integral (2.8).
To evaluate the partition function, we write
ò
L
 Õ k,t dqk,t = ò  Õ k,t dqk,t Õ t q [ - G(qt) ], (2.11)
and we represent the step-function q  by its fourier expansion
q [ - G(qt)] = (2 p )-1 ò - ¥ ¥  dyt ( e +iyt)-1 exp[ - iyt G(qt) ].
(2.12)
The integrand is an analytic function of the complex variables zt = xt+iyt.
For each t, we deform the contour of integration into the right-hand half




 = ò  Õ t [(2 p i)-1dzt] exp[ W(z) - å t lnzt ], (2.13)
where z ”  (z1,...zM).  The path of integration of zt runs parallel to the
imaginary axis in the right-hand half plane, and W(z) is defined by
exp[ W(z) ] ”  ò  Õ k,t dqk,t  exp [- S(q) - å t zt G(qt) ] . (2.14)
We look for a multi-dimensional saddle point at a critical value, zt = a t
which is real and positive for each t, a t > 0.  The critical value satisfies
¶ W( a )/ ¶ a t - a t-1 = - Æ G(qt) æ a  - a t-1 = 0, (2.15)
where a  ”  ( a 1,... a M), and the expectation value is calculated in the
ensemble defined by (2.14) with zt = a t.  Because of invariance under
time translation, the a t are all equal a s = a t.  The inverse "width" of the
multi-dimensional saddle is described by the matrix
¶
2W( a )/ ¶ a s ¶ a t + d s,t a t-2
     = Æ G(qs) G(qt) æ a  - Æ G(qs) æ a  Æ G(qt) æ a +  d s,t a t-2 (2.16)
in which the covariance matrix of the statistical mechanical observables
G(qt) appears.  The observable G(qt) is a bulk quantity of the order of the
number of degrees of freedom N, so Æ G(qt) æ a  is of order N, and its
covariance is of the order d s,tN.  Consequently the width of the saddle is of
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order N-1/2 in each variable, and a saddle-point evaluation becomes exact in
the limit of large N.
We now prove that (2.15) has exactly one solution with real positive
a , where a  is the common value of the a t.  Because of time translation
invariance, we may replace these M equations by the one equation
F( a ) ”  M-1 Æ B æ
a
 + a -1 = 0 (2.17)
where
B ”  å t G(qt) (2.18)
and M is the number of time slices.  We have
F'( a ) = - { M-1 [ Æ B2 æ
a
 - Æ B æ
a
2] + a -2 } < 0, (2.19)
so F( a ) is monotonically decreasing.  Moreover G(qt) and hence B is
bounded below, so F(0) = + ¥  by (2.17).  At a  = + ¥ , the partition
function is dominated by the lower bound of H(qt ) which by (2.10) is -N,
so F(+ ¥ ) = - NM < 0.  Thus there is precisely one positive solution a .
We conclude that in the large-N limit, the saddle point
approximation becomes exact.  This gives




 is defined by
Z
a
 ”  ò  Õ k,t dqk,t  exp [- S(q) - a å t G(qt) ], (2.21)
provided that a  has the critical value determined by
F( a ) = Æ G(qt) æ a  + a -1 = 0, (2.22a)
where the expectation value is calculated in the ensemble Z
a
.  Moreover
the last equation has exactly one positive real solution.
Remarks: 1.  The critical value a  is of order unity, whereas G(qt) is a bulk
quantity of order N.  Consequently in the large-N limit, a  may be
neglected in eq. (2.22a) which simplifies to
limN fi ¥ N-1 Æ G(qt) æ a  = 0-. (2.22b)
A further property of a bulk quantity is that its fluctuations are negligible,
of relative order N-1/2, so the probablilty distribution of N-1G(qt) gets
concentrated at its mean value,
N-1[G(qt) - Æ G(qt) æ a ] »  O(N-1/2) (2.23a)
which we write
G(qt) »  Æ G(qt) æ a . (2.23b)
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Consequently when (2.22b) holds, the probability distribution of G(qt) gets
concentrated at the boundary of the fundamental modular region G(qt) = 0
in the large-N limit.  Note however that the probability distribution of the
qk,t remains peaked at qk,t = 0!  We call G(q) the "horizon function", and
eq. (2.22b) the "horizon condition", where "horizon" refers to the
boundary of the fundamental modular region.
2.  The result (2.20) is an exact analog of the relation between the micro-
canonical and the canonical ensemble.
3.  We emphasize that only very general properties of H and G are have
been used in the above saddle-point evaluation.  The above results hold for
a wide variety of systems with boundary conditions, and is not at all
restricted to the quadratic hamiltonian (which is presented as an illustrative
example only).
In the proof above that the equation F( a ) = 0 possesses a real
positive solution a cr > 0, it was implicitly assumed that F( a ) is analytic.
However F( a ) may develop a non-analyticity in the large-N limit, and a cr
may approach zero, as illustrated in fig. 1.  [Indeed, in replacing (2.22a)
by (2.22b), we dropped the term a -1 which was used to show that
F(0) > 0 in the proof that the equation F( a ) = 0 does in fact possess a
solution for positive a .]  There are two possibilities:
case (a)        Æ G(qt) æ 0 £  0.    (2.24a)
(We write Æ G(qt) æ 0 for Æ G(qt) æ a  at a  = 0+.)  In the large-N limit, the
fluctuations of G(qt) are negligible, so in the ensemble characterized by
a  = 0+, the probability distribution of G(qt) gets concentrated on the
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surface G(qt) = Æ G(qt) æ 0 £  0 that is contained within the fundamental
modular region.  In this case the restriction to the fundamental modular
region is vacuous, and we have a cr = 0.
case (b)        Æ G(qt) æ 0 > 0. (2.24b)
In this case, the equation Æ G(qt) æ a  = 0 holds for some a  = a cr > 0.  The
fluctuations of G(qt) are negligible in the large-N limit, so in the
distribution characterized by a  = a cr > 0, the probability distribution of
G(qt) gets entirely concentrated on the surface defined by G(qt) = 0,
namely on the boundary of the fundamental modular region.
We see that these two cases correspond to different phases in the
large-N limit, for which Æ G(qt) æ  may serve as an order parameter.
We call case (a), in which the restriction to the fundamental modular
region is vacuous, the perturbative phase.  We call case (b), in which the
the probability distribution of G(qt) gets concentrated on the boundary of
the fundamental modular region, the horizon phase.  We shall see that in
full QCD, the horizon phase corresponds to the phase of confined gluons.
We may regard the horizon phase as one in which the entropy is
stronger than the energy and pushes the system out so that the probability
distribution of the horizon function is concentrated on the boundary of the
fundamental modular region.  On the other hand, in the perturbative phase,
the energy is stronger and keeps the system from ever reaching the
boundary of the fundamental modular region.  In the Appendix we
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consider a simple example for which the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem
may be solved at finite N, and which exhibits these two phases in the
large-N limit.
The exact equivalence between the quantum mechanical and the
statistical mechanical system, is obtained in the limit in which the
parameter e  = M-1 b  approaches zero, where e  is the parameter that
appears in the action (2.9) and that defines the length of the "time" interval.
For small e , the solution to the horizon condition gives a value of a  that is




a  = e  g (2.25)
corresponds to the quantum mechanical system with effective hamiltonian
Heff = H + g G. (2.26)
In the large-N limit, the parameter g  is determined by the "horizon
condition" (2.22b) which (in the zero-temperature limit) corresponds to the
condition
F( g ) ”  ( Y 0( g ), G(q) Y 0( g )) = 0, (2.27)
where Y 0 is the ground state wave function of the hamiltonian Heff.  The
dependence on e   has been eliminated, so (2.25) is the correct scaling of a .
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The quantum mechanical system defined by Heff with the horizon
condition (2.27) contains no boundary, but it is nevertheless equivalent in
the large-N limit to the original system with hamiltonian H and boundary
condition (2.7).  The new system is much more convenient for calculations,
just as the canonical ensemble is more convenient than the microcanonical
ensemble.
We may verify by explicit  calculation that the quantum mechanical
horizon condition (2.27) has at most one solution.  From first order
perturbation theory, we have
¶ F( g )/ ¶ g  = - 2 ( Y 0, G (Heff - l 0)-1 G Y 0) < 0, (2.28)
where l 0 = l 0( g ) is the vacuum energy of Heff( g ), and the inverse is taken
on the subspace orthogonal to Y 0.  Because the right-hand side is negative,
F( g ) is monotonically decreasing.
From (2.26) and (2.27) and the fact that an eigenvalue is stationary
with respect to infinitesimal variations of its eigenfunction, we have
F( g ) = ¶ l 0( g )/ ¶ g . (2.29)
The horizon condition (2.27) is thus equivalent to the statement that the
vacuum energy is stationary at the critical value of g .  Note that in quantum
field theory, G ( g ) = l 0( g ) is called the effective action or effective
potential.
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For the concrete example defined by (2.4) and (2.6), one has
Heff =   2-1 å k [ - ¶ 2/ ¶ qk2 + w k2qk2 ] - g  N, (2.30)
where
w k2 ”  Ek2 + 2 g  ck-2. (2.31)
This is the hamiltonian of a system of decoupled harmonic oscillators with
eigenvalues
l  = å k (nk + 2-1) w k - g N (2.32)
where nk = 0, 1 ... .
The expectation value of the horizon function (2.27)  is given by
F( g ) = å k ck-2 ( Y 0, qk2 Y 0) - N =  å k (2 w k ck2)-1 - N, (2.33)
so the horizon condition, F(g ) = 0, reads
å k [ 2 ck ( ck2Ek2 + 2 g  )1/2 ]-1 - N = 0, (2.34)
This equation has a solution for positive g  if and only if the condition
å k ( 2 ck2Ek )-1 > N. (2.35)
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is satisfied.  If it does, then the system is in the horizon phase with a
positive value of g  satisfying (2.34).  If this condition is not satisfied, then
Æ G(q) æ
g
 is negative at g  = 0, and the system is in the perturbative phase and
the boundary condition may be ignored.  This provides a complete solution
to the original problem with ellipsoidal boundary in the large-N limit.
To verify our results, and to see how the large-N limit is
approached, we consider a special case in the Appendix where the
boundary-value problem is solved for finite N.
Remark.  In the large-N limit, the Fock space associated with the vacuum
state Y 0 is obtained by completion in norm of the space spanned by the
states
|n1, n2,...ni, 0, 0, ... æ , (2.36)
that have only a finite number of occupation numbers different from 0.
Let B be any bulk quantity with expectation value of order N and
fluctuations of order N1/2 in the ground state.  Then B has the same
properties in all states in the Fock space.  More precisely, let
b ”  ( Y 0, N-1B Y 0), and let Y 1 and Y 2 be any pair of states in the Fock
space associated with Y 0.  Then in the large-N limit we have for these
states,
limN fi ¥ ( Y 1, N-1B Y 2) = b ( Y 1, Y 2) . (2.63)
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Thus in the large-N limit, the probability distribution of the horizon
function G is concentrated on the boundary of the fundamental modular
region in all the states of the Fock space associated with Y 0.
3.  Definition and Elementary Properties of the Minimal Lattice
Coulomb gauge.
Consider a finite Euclidean periodic lattice which is cubic in the
space directions.  It will be convenient for taking the continuous-time limit
of a Euclidean lattice to label Euclidean sites by two indices x and t, where
x is a 3-vector with integer components that labels a spatial site, and t is
integer-valued Euclidean time.  Spatial, or horizontal, links of the lattice
will be labelled by (xy, t) and time-like, or vertical, links by (x, t).
Lattice configurations U are described by horizontal and vertical link
variables denoted respectively by Uxy,t and hx,t, and local gauge
transformations g are described by the site variables gx,t.  These variables
are elements of the SU(n) group, and the reversed link corresponds to the
inverse group element.  The gauge-transform of the configuration (U, h)
by a local gauge transformation g, is written
(Ug)xy,t = gx,t† Uxy,t gy,t. (3.1a)
(hg)x,t = gx,t† hx,t gy,t+1. (3.1b)
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In order to choose a gauge which makes the horizontal link variables
as close to unity as possible, we require a measure of the deviation of the
horizontal link variables from unity.  For this purpose we take the quantity
I(U) ”  å t å (xy) n-1 Re tr(1 -  Uxy,t) , (3.2)
where the sum extends over all all time-slices t, and horizontal links (xy) of
the lattice.  It is positive, I(U) ‡  0, and vanishes, I(U) = 0, if and only if
Uxy,t = 1 on every horizontal link.  The restriction of this quantity to the
gauge orbit through an arbitrary configuration U is given by the (Morse)
function
FU(g) ”  I(Ug) = å t å (xy) n-1 Re tr(1 -  gx,t†Uxy,tgy,t ) , (3.3)
regarded as a function on the local gauge group G , for given U.  The
gauge-choice which makes the horizontal link variables as close to unity as
possible, is achieved by gauge-transforming with the gauge tranformation
that makes this function a minimum.  After this transformation, the
minimum on each gauge orbit occurs at gx,t = 1. The set L  of all
configurations U with this property constitutes the fundamental modular
region,
L ” {U:  FU(1) £  FU(g) for all g}. (3.4a)
Degenerate absolute minima occur only on the boundary of the
fundamental modular region.  They form a lower dimensional set for a
lattice of finite volume, and are identified topologically.  We call this
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choice of representative on each gauge orbit, the minimal lattice Coulomb
gauge.
The minimizing function (3.3) is independent of the vertical link
variables hx,t, and is a sum over uncoupled time-slices.  Thus the
minimization is done independently on each time slice, and the fundamental
modular region is the topological product
L  = ˜ t L t (3.4b)
where L t is the fundamental modular region for spatial configurations Ut
on the time-slice t,
L t ” {Ut:  FUt(1) £  FUt(gt) for all gt}. (3.4c)
The minimal Landau gauge in D Euclidean dimensions is defined by this
condition which holds in the minimal coulomb gauge on a single time slice
in D spatial dimensions.  Consequently the results of [11] which hold for
the minimal Landau gauge may be applied here to each time slice.
We now discuss the character of the minimum on the time slice t,
temporarily suppressing the Euclidean time variable t.  At any local or
absolute minimum, the first variation of the minimizing function is
stationary, which gives the so-called gauge condition, and the second
variation is non-negative.  To obtain the explicit form of these quantities,
we write the local gauge transformation gx = exp( w x), where w x = w xata
is an element of the Lie algebra of the SU(n) group.  Here the ta form an
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anti-hermitian basis of the defining representation of this Lie algebra.
They satisfy [ta, tb] = fabctc, and are normalized to tr(tatb) = - 2-1 d ab.
We have, to second order in w ,
FU(g) = FU(1) - (2n)-1 å (xy)
                   · [  tr{ [Uxy - Uxy† ] ( w y - w x + 2-1[ w x, w y]) }
                            + 2-1 tr{ [Uxy + Uxy† ] ( w y - w x)2 } ]
            = FU(1) + (2n)-1 å (xy)
                   · [ Axyc ( w yc - w xc + 2-1fabc w xa w yb)
                            + 2-1 ( w ya - w xa) Gxyac ( w yc - w xc) ]. (3.5)
Here we have introduced the real horizontal link variables
Axyc ”  - tr[ (Uxy - Uxy†) tc ], (3.6)
which approach the classical connection in the continuum limit, and
Gxyab ”  - 2-1 tr[ (ta tb + tb ta ) ( Uxy + Uxy† ) ] . (3.7)
We shall have occasion to also consider lattices with free boundary
conditions.  For this reason it is useful to introduce a notation which is
inherently geometrical and holds for an arbitrary lattice which may be
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periodic or which has a boundary.  For any site variable j x ”  j ,
corresponding link variables
( Ñ j )xy ”  j y - j x (3.8)
(a j )xy ”  (1/2) ( j x + j y), (3.9)
are defined for all links (xy), including those for which x or y may lie on a
face, edge or vertex.  (The operation Ñ  maps site variables to link
variables, so for Ñ j  the Cartan notation d j  would also be appropriate).
As convenient, we also label links by (xy) = (x, i), for y = x + ei, where
ei points in the positive i-direction, so
Ai(x) = Ax,y (3.10)
Ñ i j (x) ” ( Ñ j )xy                   ai j (x) ” (a j )xy (3.11)
(These expressions are undefined for sites x where y = x + ei is not a site
of the lattice.)  Given two link variables that are group elements Vxy and
Wxy, we may form the product link variable Pxy = VxyWxy, etc.
The natural inner product on link variables provides a definition of
of the operator Ñ * which is the dual to Ñ ,
( Ñ *A, j ) ”  (A, Ñ j ) = å (xy) Axy ( Ñ j )xy = å x ( Ñ *A)x j x, (3.12a)
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where the sums extend over all links and sites of the lattice.  Whereas Ñ
maps site variables j x into link variables ( Ñ j )xy, its dual Ñ * maps link
variables Axy into site variables ( Ñ *A)x.  It is convenient to also use the
notation Ñ ×  for the lattice divergence, which is simply the negative of the
dual Ñ ×  = - Ñ *
( Ñ × A)x ”  - ( Ñ *A)x . (3.12b)
The lattice divergence is defined for all sites x, and represents the sum of
all link variables leaving the site x.  (It is not formed simply of differences
of link variables when x is a boundary point of the lattice.)  Similarly the
site variable (a × A)x is defined by
(a × A, j ) ”  (A, a j ) = å (xy) Axy (a j )xy = å x (a × A)x j x. (3.13)
With the help of these definitions, we rewrite the expansion (3.5),
which is correct to second order, in the form
     FU(g) = FU(1) + (2n)-1 [ (A, Ñ w ) +  ( Ñ w , D(U) w ) ]. (3.14)
Here [D(U) w ]x,i is a link variable given by
Diac w c(x) =  Giac(x) Ñ i w c(x) + fabcAib(x)ai w c(x), (3.15)
which is the infinitesimal change in the link variable Ai(x) under an
infinitesimal gauge transformation w x.  By analogy with the continuum
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theory, we call the operator D(U) that maps site variables into link
variables "the lattice gauge-covariant derivative".  We also define the
lattice Faddeev-Popov matrix M(U) by
( w , M(U) j ) = ( Ñ w , D(U) j ). (3.16)
At a minimum, the first variation of the minimizing function is
stationary, - (A, Ñ w ) = ( Ñ × A, w ) = 0, for all w , so configurations in
the fundamental modular region L  satisfy the lattice transversality
condition
[ Ñ × A(U)]x = 0. (3.17)
Thus the gauge defined by (3.4) falls into the class of lattice Coulomb
gauges, and we call it the "minimal Coulomb gauge".
At a stationary point of the minimizing function, the matrix of
second derivatives is symmetric, so when A is transverse, the Faddeev-
Popov matrix (3.16) is symmetric,
M(U) ”  Ñ *D(U) =  D*(U) Ñ          (for Ñ × A = 0), (3.18a)
which we write alternatively as
M(U) ”  - Ñ × D(U) =  - D(U) × Ñ          (for Ñ × A = 0). (3.18b)
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Here D*(U) = - D(U) ×  is dual to D(U), and maps link variables onto site
variables, and we may call D(U) ×  "the lattice gauge covariant divergence".
The Faddeev-Popov matrix is non-negative at a relative or absolute
minimum.  The two conditions together define the Gribov region W ,
 W  ”  {U:  Ñ × A(U) = 0 and M(U) ‡  0 }. (3.19)
Because the set L  of absolute minima is contained in the set of relative
mimima, we have the inclusion
L Ì W, (3.20)
where L  is the fundamental modular region.  An expression for the
boundary of L  was derived in [11], and is given below.
When properly restricted to L , the Faddeev-Popov formula holds on
each time-slice
1 = ò  dg Õ  d
L









(U) is the characteristic function of L  regarded as a subset of the
set of transverse configurations.  In other words, c
L
(U) is defined only for
configurations U that are transverse, and is given by c
L
(U) = 1 for U in
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L ,  and c
L
(U) = 0 otherwise).  By virtue of this identity, Wilson's
partition function (1.15) may be written in the minimal Coulomb gauge
Z = ò  Õ
 
 dUx,i,t dhx,t d L [ Ñ × A(Ut)] detM(Ut) exp[- SW(U, h) ].
(3.23)
Here Ut refers to the configuration on the horizontal links of the time-
slice t, and SW(U, h) is Wilson's Euclidean lattice action.
(This expression is symbolic to the extent that, for simplicity, we
have ignored the fact that on each time slice the gauge condition leaves a
global or x-independent gauge transformation arbitrary.  Consequently, on
a lattice of spatial volume V, only V-1 gauge conditions Ñ × A(U)x = 0 are
linearly independent, and moreover M(U) has a trivial nullspace consisting
of constant (x-independent) eigenvectors.  The determinant detM(U) is
defined on the orthogonal space.  This is discussed in Appendix C of [13].)
4.  Lattice Coulomb Hamiltonian
We shall derive the effective hamiltonian in the coulomb gauge from
the transfer matrix in the limit of infinitesimally small vertical lattice unit
a0, while keeping the horizontal lattice unit a finite.
The Euclidean action may be decomposed into parts that lie within a
given time slice or link adjacent time-slices,
SW(U, h) = å t St+1,t (4.1a)
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St+1,t = b e å x,i Sx,i(Ut, Ut+1, ht)  + b m å x,ij Sx,ij(Ut+1) . (4.1b)
where the variables Ut, and ht live on horizontal and vertical links.  The
sums extend over all vertical and horizontal plaquettes respectively and Sx,i
and Sx,ij are the corresponding one-plaquette actions.  For different
vertical and horizontal intervals, the coefficients have different values
given by
b e ”  2na/(g02 a0)               b m ”  2na0/(g02 a), (4.2)
which come from dividing each plaquette action by the square of the area
of the plaquette, namely (a0a)2 and (a2)2 for vertical and horizontal
plaquettes respectively, and multiplying by the 4-volume element a0a3.
(For purposes of renormalization, one may prefer to use different coupling
constants gt and gs on the vertical and horizontal plaquettes, to avoid
renormalizing the speed of light [16].  However we shall ignore this point
here.)
Only the variables ht appear in St+1,t, but the variables ht+1 do not.
This is the lattice analog of the of absence of ¶ A0/ ¶ t in the Lagrangian of
the continuum theory.  In the continuum theory, the variable A0 is not a
true dynamical variable, and variation with respect to A0 gives the
constraint known as Gauss's law.  In this section, the integration over the
variables hx,t that live on vertical links will be done explicitly in the limit
of small a0, and will give the lattice form of Gauss's law.
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To find the Hamiltonian, we express the partition function in terms
of the transfer marix T by
Z = tr(TN), (4.3)
where T is related to the Hamiltonian operator Hcoul by
T = exp( - a0Hcoul) = 1 - a0Hcoul + O(a02). (4.4)
We now choose the variables Ax,i,tc defined in eq. (3.6) as coordinates for
Ux,i,t on each coordinate patch of the SU(n) group manifold, so the gauge
condition Ñ × A = 0 is linear in the coordinates.    The remaining discrete
variable that labels coordinate patches will be suppressed.  In terms of these
variables we have
ò  Õ x,i  dUx,i,t Õ x d L [( Ñ × A)x,t] =
                   ò  Õ x,i  dAx,i,t | y (Ax,i,t)| Õ x d L [( Ñ × A)x,t]
                   = ò
L
 dAtr Õ x,i | y (Ax,i,ttr)| , (4.5)
where | y (Ax,i,t)| is the Haar measure on the SU(n) group in terms of the
coordinates Ax,i,t [its explicit form is given in (4.45) below] and, for each
time-slice t, the Atr = (Atr, a ) are a set of coordinates that parametrize the
transverse componants of Ax,i,t.  These will be chosen to be the coefficients
in an orthonormal expansion of Ax,i,t, in a fourier decomposition.  (Thus
the Atrx,i,t are not independent variables on each link.)  As indicated, the
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integration over dAtr ”  Õ a dAtr, a  is restricted to the fundamental modular
region L .
From the partition partition function (3.21), one reads off the
transfer matrix T,
(T Y )(Atr) = N ò
L
 dBtr Õ x,i |y (Bx,itr)| detM(Attr) Õ xdgx
                           ·  exp[- St+1,t ] Y (Btr), (4.6)
where N is a normalization constant,
St+1,t ”  b e å x,i Sx,i(Atr, Btr, g)  + b m å x,ij Sx,ij(Atr). (4.7)
and we have written
Ax,itr ”  Ax,i,t+1tr;       Bx,itr ”  Ax,i,ttr;           gx ”  hx,t . (4.8)
The horizontal one-plaquette action Sx,ij = Sx,ij(Atr) depends only
on the horizontal variables within a single time slice.  By comparison with
(4.4), one sees that the horizontal plaquettes contribute a potential energy
term to the hamiltonian, which, with b m = 2na0(g02a)-1, is given by
V(Atr) ”  2n(g02a)-1 å x,ij Sx,ij(Atr). (4.9)
We write
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Hcoul = K + V(Atr ), (4.10a)
or
T = exp[ - a0V(Atr) ] exp[ - a0 K ] . (4.10b)
The remaining part of the transfer matrix
T' ”  exp(- a0K) = 1 - a0K + O(a02) (4.11)
acts according to
(T' Y )(Atr) = N ò
L
 dBtr Õ x,i  | y (Bx,itr)| detM(Btr) Õ xdgx
                           ·  exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ] Y (Btr) . (4.12),
Here the vertical the one-plaquette action Sx,i is given by
Sx,i ”  1 - n-1 Re tr [U†(Ax,itr) gx† U(Bx,itr) gy ], (4.13)
where y ”  x + ei, and
e  ”  g02 a0 (2na)-1 (4.14)
is a small quantity that vanishes with a0.
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It will turn out that K is the kinetic energy operator. The evaluation
of T' = 1 - a0K to order a0 will be done in a number of steps.
Step 1.  Expansion about saddle-point.
We wish to evaluate the integral (4.12) for small values of e .  The
variables gx = hx,t that live on vertical links effect a gauge transformation
on the link variables Ux,t that lives on the time-slice t.  Consequently the
one-plaquette action Sx,i may be written
 Sx,i = 1 - n-1Re tr [U†(Ax,itr) Ug(Bx,itr) ] , (4.15)
As e  approaches zero, the integrand gets concentrated at a minimum of the
action of the vertical plaquettes, which, by (4.15), occurs at
Ug(Btr) = U(Atr), (4.16)
namely where Btr is a gauge-transform of Atr.  However a complete gauge-
fixing has been done on each time-slice, so from the last equation we
conclude that the spatial configurations are equal
Btr = Atr, (4.17)
and that the gauge transformation is unity,
g = 1, (4.18)
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at the minimum of the action.  As e  approaches zero, the integral (4.12)
may be evaluated by Gaussian expansion around the minimum of the
action, in which the dominant configurations are of order
B - A = O( e 1/2)                  g = 1 + O( e 1/2), (4.19)
as we shall see.
We write
Btr = Atr + e 1/2v, (4.20)
and expand Y (Btr) to order e
Y (Btr) = Y (Atr) + e 1/2 v a  ¶ Y (Atr)/ ¶ Atr a
                          + 2-1 e  v a v b  ¶ 2 Y (Atr)/ ¶ Atr a ¶ Atr b , (4.21)
where we have written v instead of vtr for simplicity.  This gives
(T' Y )(Atr) = I0 Y (Atr) + I1 a  ¶ Y (Atr)/ ¶ Atr a
                          + I2 a b  ¶ 2 Y (Atr)/ ¶ Atr a ¶ Atr b , (4.22)
where the Ia(Atr) are coefficients which we now evaluate.
Step 2.  Evaluation of I0.
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Because I0 Y  is the only term in this equation that does not contain a
derivative of Y , consistency with (4.11) requires that, with proper choice
of normalization constant N, the coefficient I0 be of the form
I 0(Atr) = [ 1 - a0 V'(Atr)], (4.23)
where V'(Atr) is a (possible) potential energy contribution to K.  By (4.12)
we have
I0  = N ò L  dBtr Õ x,i | y (Bx,itr)| detM(Btr) Õ xdgx
                           ·  exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ] , (4.24).
where Sx,i is given in (4.15).
The easiest way to evaluate (4.24) is to undo the gauge-fixing.   By
(4.5), we have
I0 = N ò  Õ x,i  dBx,i  | y (Bx,i)| Õ x d L [( Ñ × B)x]
                           ·  detM(B) Õ xdgx exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ]  , (4.25).
where
 Sx,i = 1 - n-1Re tr [U†(Ax,itr) Ug(Bx,i)] . (4.26)
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We now use the invariance of the Haar measure dBx,i| y (Bx,i)| under gauge
transformation to write
I0 = N ò  Õ x,i dBx,i | y (Bx,i)| exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ]
                   ·   Õ xdgx Õ x d L [( Ñ × Bg)x]detM(Bg),  (4.27)
where
 Sx,i = 1 - n-1Re tr [U†(Ax,itr) U(Bx,i)] . (4.28)
The integral over dgx gives unity by the Faddeev-Popov identity.  We use
invariance of the Haar measure under left multiplication to obtain
I0 = N ò  Õ x,i dBx,i | y (Bx,i)| exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ] (4.29)
where
 Sx,i = 1 - n-1Re tr U(Bx,i) . (4.30)
The last integral is independent of Atr and gives
I0 = 1, (4.31)
where the normalization constant N is given by
N-1 = Õ x,i ò   dBx,i | y (Bx,i)| exp{- e  -1 å x,i [ 1 - n-1Re tr U(Bx,i) ] }.
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(4.32)
The result I0 = 1 is indeed of the form (4.23), as required for cosistency,
with
V'(Atr) = 0, (4.33)
and we conclude that the operator K contains no potential energy term.
Step 3.  Evaluation of vertical plaquette to order e 3/2.
There remains to evaluate the pair of coefficients I1 and I2 defined in
(4.22).  We make the linear change of variable of integration from Btr to
vtr, defined by
Btr ”  Atr + e 1/2vtr. (4.33)
For simplicity of notation we temporarily write A, B and v instead of Atr,
Btr and vtr.  We also set
gx = exp( e 1/2 w x) (4.34)
where w x = ta w xa is an (anti-hermitian) element of the Lie algebra.  From
eq. (4.12) we have
(I1 a , I2 a,b ) = N ò  dv Õ x,i  | y (Bx,i)| detM(B) Õ xdgx
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                        ·  exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i ] ( e 1/2v a , 2-1 e v a v b ) . (4.35),
where B stands for the right hand side of (4.33), and the one-plaquette
action Sx,i is given by (4.13).  The limits of integration on v due to the
restriction to the fundamental modular region are of order e -1/2.  However
to obtain a Gaussian expansion in powers of e 1/2 about the saddle-point at
v = 0, the limits of the v integration are made infinite.
Recall that we only need (T' Y )(Atr) to order e .  Because the last
factor of (4.35) contains explicit coefficients e 1/2 and e , it suffices to
evaluate the first factor to order e 1/2.  To the order of accuracy required
we have,
dgx = d w x. (4.36)
(We ignore the overall normalization now because it is easier to determine
it later.)
In order to evaluate to order e 1/2 the first factor of (4.35), which
contains the expression e -1Sx,i, we must evaluate the one-plaquette action
Sx,i to order e 3/2.  We write
Sx,i = 1 - n-1 Re tr expFx,i , (4.37)
where Fx,i is an element of the Lie algebra which, according to (4.13), is
given by
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expFx,i ”  U†(Ax,i) gx† U(Bx,i) gy , (4.38)
where y = x+ei.  The leading term in Fx,i is of order e 1/2, and the leading
term in Sx,i is of order Fx,i2, so to evaluate Sx,i to order e 3/2, it is sufficent
to evaluate Fx,i to order e .  For this purpose we write
expFx,i = expF'x,i exp( e 1/2 w y) , (4.39)
where
expF'x,i ”  U†(Ax,i) exp( - e 1/2w x) U(Bx,i). (4.40)
We temporarily write A, B and F'  for Ax,i, Bx,i and F'x,i.  Upon taking
hermitian conjugates we obtain
F'(B, A, - w x) = - F'(A, B, w x). (4.41)
It is convenient to change argument from A and B to
Vx,i ”  2-1 (Ax,i + Bx,i), (4.42)
and the variable vx,i previously introduced, e 1/2vx,i = (Bx,i - Ax,i).  We
have
expF' ”  U†(V - 2-1 e 1/2v) exp( - e 1/2w x) U(V + 2-1 e 1/2v). (4.43)
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and
F'(V, - v, - w x) = - F'(V, v, w x), (4.44)
so F(V, v, w x) contains only odd powers of v and w x.  These variables
appear with coefficient e 1/2, so to obtain F'(V, v, w x) to order e , it is
sufficient to expand it up to terms linear in v and w x, at fixed V.
For this purpose we write, for an element U(A) of the SU(n) group,
considered as a function of coordinates Ab,
U†dU = y c(A) dAc = tb y bc(A) dAc, (4.45)
where b and c are color indices, the tb form an anti-hermitian basis of the
Lie algebra of SU(n), and y c(A)dAc is the (Lie-algebra valued) Maurer-
Cartan one-form of the SU(n) group.  The matrix y ab(A) maps elements
dAb of the cotangent space of link variables U(A) at A into Lie-algebra
valued link variables.  We note incidentally that the Haar measure on the
SU(n) group, introduced in (4.5), is given by | y (A)| ”  det y (A).  [Explicit
expressions for these quantities in the case of the SU(2) group are given in
eqs. (4.85) to (4.89) below.]  To order e 1/2 we have
U(V –  2-1 e 1/2v) = U(V) [ 1 –  2-1 e 1/2 y d(V)vd ], (4.46)
so to order e  we have
expF' = [ 1 + 2-1 e 1/2 y d(V) vd ] U†(V) exp( - e 1/2w x) U(V)
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                     ·  [ 1 + 2-1 e 1/2 y d(V) vd ]
           =  1 + e 1/2 [ y d(V)vc - U†(V) w xU(V) ],
which gives, to order e
F' = e 1/2 [ y d(V)vd - U†(V) w xU(V) ] . (4.47)
From (4.39) we have, to order e
expF = exp{ e 1/2 [ y d(V)vd - U†(V) w xU(V) } exp e 1/2 w y) . (4.48)
By (4.37) we have, for the one-plaquette action, correct to order e 3/2,
Sx,i = e  (4n)-1 å b { y bd(Vx,i)vx,ic + w yb - [U†(Vx,i) w xU(Vx,i)]b }2 ,
(4.49)
where y = x+ei, and we have used tr(tatb) = -2-1 d a,b.
It is worthwhile to clarify the geometric significance of this
expression.  Let D(A) be the matrix that maps Lie-algebra valued site
variables w  into the Lie-algebra valued link variable according to
tc [D(A) w ]x,ic ”  w y - U†(Ax,i) w xU(Ax,i), (4.50)
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where y = x+ei.  The right hand is the gauge covariant difference between
w y and w x, where w x is transported to y by U(Vx,i).  The operator D(A)
is related to the "lattice gauge-covariant derivative D(A), introduced in
(3.15) by the change of basis
[D (A) w ]x,ib ”  y ba(Ax,i) [D(A) w ]x,ia, (4.51a)
where y ba(Ax,i) is the Maurer-Cartan form of the SU(n) group defined in
(4.45).  We may write this in matrix notation,
D(A) ”  y (A)D(A). (4.51b)
where y (A) is a matrix which maps link variables into link variables that is
link-diagonal. The adjoint matrices D*(A) and y *(A) are defined be means
of the natural inner product of Lie-algebra valued link or site variables, as
in (3.12).  In particular D*(A) maps Lie-algebra valued link variables into
Lie-algebra valued site variables.  To prove (4.51), we write
gx,y ”  exp( e 1/2 w x,y), and we have, to order e 1/2
  e
1/2
 [ w y - U†(Ax,i) w xU(Ax,i) ]
           = U†(Ax,i) [ gx†U(Ax,i)gy - U(Ax,i) ]
           = U†(Ax,i) [ U(Agx,i) - U(Ax,i) ]
           = U†(Ax,i) {U[ (A + e 1/2D(A) w )x,i ] - U(Ax,i) },
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            = e 1/2 tb y ba(Ax,i) [D(A) w ]x,ia,
by (3.15) and (4.45).
With this result, we may write the one-plaquette action (4.49), to
order e 3/2, as
Sx,i = e  (4n)-1 å b { y ba(Vx,i) vx,ia + [D(Vx,i) w ]x,ia }2 , (4.52a)
or, in matrix notation
Sx,i = e  (4n)-1 ( y (V) v + D(V) w , y (V) v + D(V) w  ) , (4.52a)
where V = 2-1(A+B), and v is a vector with independent components v a ,
that represents a generic configuration defined on horizontal links of the
lattice.  This expression has a simple geometric interpretation.  Recall that
ds2 = å b [ y bc(A) dAc ]2 . (4.53)
is the line element at A of the SU(n) group that is invariant under left and
right multiplication.  With B-A = e 1/2v, and g = exp( e 1/2 w ), we see that
to order e 3/2, the one-plaquette action is the line element of the difference
of the horizontal links B-A, plus the gauge covariant derivative of the
gauge-transformation g defined by the vertical links, evaluated at the mean
V = 2-1(B+A).  This expression is obviously a lattice analog of the
continuum expression F0i2 = (¶ 0Ai - Di(A)A0)2.
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Step 4.  Integration over vertical links, and lattice form of Gauss's Law
We now integrate out the variables w x associated with the vertical
links by Gaussian integration, with the result
ò  d w  exp[- e  -1 å x,i Sx,i]
             = det-1/2[D*(V)D(V)] exp[ - (4n)-1 (v, G(V)v) ]. (4.54)
The matrix G(V) maps link variables onto link variables and defines a
metric tensor for transverse link configurations.  In fact, G is a lattice
analog of the gauge-invariant metric introduced in continuum theory by
Babelon and Viallet [17].  Its explicit expression is
G(V) ”  Ptr y *(V) [ 1 - D (D*D)-1D* ] y( V) Ptr, (4.55)
where D ”  D(V) and D* ”  D*(V).  Here Ptr is the projector onto trans-
verse configurations
Ptr ”  1 - Ñ ( Ñ * Ñ )-1 Ñ *. (4.56)
It appears on the left and right of G, because in (4.55), v is transverse,
Ñ *v = 0, so the metric tensor G(V) in (4.54) is defined only on transverse
configurations.  Each factor in (4.55) is a matrix that acts on link variables.
The middle factor in G(V),
PG ”  1 - D (D*D)-1D* (4.57)
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is the projector onto the subspace that satisfies Gauss's law, D*(V)PG = 0,
and in consequence, the electric field operator defined below will satisfy
the lattice form of Gauss's law exactly.
Step 5.  Integration over horizontal links
With this result, we obtain from (4.35) to order e ,
(I1 a , I2 a,b ) = N ò  dv det y (B) detM(B) det-1/2[D*(V)D(V)]
              ·  exp[ - (4n)-1 (v, G(V)v) ] ( e 1/2v a , 2-1 e v a v b ) , (4.58),
where B = A + e 1/2v, and V = A + 2-1 e 1/2v, det y (A) ”  Õ x,idet y (Ax,i).
Because I2 contains an explicit factor of e , we may set e  to zero
everywhere else.  This gives
I2 a , b  = I0(0) n e  [G-1(A)] a , b , (4.59)
where
I0(0) = C dety (A) det[D*(A) Ñ ] det-1/2[D*(A)D(A)] det-1/2G(A),
(4.60)
M(A) = D*(A) Ñ , and C is a constant which we shall determine shortly.
Here I0(0) is the value of I0, to zeroth order in e , which one obtains if I0 is
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evaluated by direct integration, as we have done for I2.  However in eq.
(4.31) we have the result,  I0 = 1,  which is exact for all e   and A, so also
I0(0) = 1.  (4.61)
This determines the value of the constant C, which is found by setting
A = 0, namely C = det-1/2( Ñ * Ñ ).  It also yields the value of detG(A),
namely
det1/2G(A) = dety (A) det(D*(A) Ñ )
                           ·  det-1/2[D*(A)D(A)] det-1/2( Ñ * Ñ ). (4.62)
We thus obtain for I2 a , b ,
I2 a , b  = n e  [G-1(A)] a , b . (4.63)
There remains to evaluatae I1 a .  Expression (4.58) for I1 a  contains
an explicit factor of e 1/2 in the right hand factor, so it is sufficient to
evaluate the first factor to order e 1/2.  Therefore in the first factor, where
B = A+ e 1/2v, and V = A+2-1 e 1/2v, we may set




det-1/2[D*(V)D(V)] exp[ - (4n)-1 (v, G(V)v) ]
                  = (1 + 2-1 e 1/2 v b  ¶ / ¶ A b ) {det-1/2[D*(A)D(A)]
                                       ·  exp[ -(4n)-1 (v, G(A)v)]}. (4.64b)
This gives, with
s (A) ”  det y (A) detM(A) (4.65)
I1 a  = 2n e  s -1(A) [G-1(A)] a , b  ¶ s (A)/ ¶ A b
   + n e  s (A) ¶ / ¶ A b { s -1(A) [G-1(A)] a , b  }
I1 a  = n e  s -1(A) ¶ / ¶ A b  { s (A) [G-1(A)] a , b }, (4.66)
and we have used (4.62)
Upon substituting these results into (4.22), we obtain finally, with
e  = g02 a0 (2na)-1,
(T' Y )(A) = Y (Atr) - a0 K Y (A), (4.67)
where K is the kinetic energy operator
K =  - g02 (2a)-1 s -1(A) ¶ / ¶ A a  s (A) [G-1(A)] a , b   ¶ / ¶ A b . (4.68)
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Step 6.  Lattice color-electric field operator and lattice color-Coulomb
operator
The explicit form of G-1(A) is given by
G-1 = [ 1 - D( Ñ *D)-1 Ñ *] J* J [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*], (4.69)
where D = D(A), and Ñ *D = D* Ñ  = M, where M = M(A) is the
Faddeev-Popov operator.  Here J = J(A) is a matrix which is diagonal on
links that is inverse to the Maurer-Cartan form, namely on each link it
satisfies
Jab(Ax,i) y ac(Ax,i) = d cb (4.70a)
or, in matrix notation
J(Ax,i) ”  [ y * (Ax,i) ]-1. (4.70b)
The Jab(Ax,i) satisfy the Lie differential equations of the SU(n) group,
[Ja, Jb] = fabcJc, (4.71)
where
Ja ”  Jab(Ax,i) ¶ / ¶ Ax,ib.  (4.72)
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[For (4.71) to hold on every link, the variables Ax,ib must be independent
on each link, not restricted by transversality.]  To prove (4.69), it is
sufficient to verify that
G Q = Ptr, (4.73)
because Ptr is the unit operator on the space of transverse link variables.
Here Q is the expression on the right hand side of (4.69), and G is given in
(4.55).  We obviously have Ñ *Q = Q Ñ  = 0, so
Ptr Q = Q Ptr = Q, (4.74)
and moreover
y Ptr Q = y  Q = [ 1 - D( Ñ *D)-1 Ñ *J*] J [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*],
where D = y D.  This gives, as required,
G Q = Ptr y * [ 1 - D (D*D)-1D* ] [ 1 - D( Ñ *D)-1 Ñ *J* ]
                                ·   J [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*]
        = Ptr y * [ 1 - D (D*D)-1D* ] J [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*]
        = Ptr y * [ J - D (D*D)-1D* ] [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*]
        = Ptr y * J [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*] = Ptr [ 1 - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1D*] = Ptr,
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where we have used D*J = D*.
The most transparent way to express the kinetic energy operator K
and the coulomb Hamiltonian Hcoul is as a quadratic form.  Let F (Atr) and
Y (Atr) be wave functions, where we have restored the superscript tr for
transverse.  The inner product is given by
( F , Y ) = ò
L
 dAtr s (Atr) F *(Atr) Y (Atr), (4.75)
where s (Atr) = det y (Atr) detM(Atr), and M(Atr) = D*(Atr) Ñ .  The sub-
script L  indicates that the integration is restricted to the fundamental
modular region.  With kinetic energy operator (4.68) and potential energy
(4.9), the quadratic form corresponding to the Coulomb hamiltonian is
given by
( F , Hcoul Y ) = ò L  dAtr s (Atr) {  [ g02(2a)-1] å x,i (Ex,ia F )*(Ex,ia Y )
                                  + 2n(g02 a)-1 F * [ å x,ij Sx,ij ] Y  }, (4.76)
where F  = F (Atr), Y  = Y (Atr), and Sx,ij = Sx,ij(Atr).  Here Ex,ia is the
lattice color-electric field operator defined by
Ex,i,a ”  Jab(Atrx,i) Ex,i,b (4.77)
where Jab(Ax,i) is given in (4.70) or (4.71), and Ex,i,b acts according to
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E Y  = i  [ ¶ Y / ¶ Atr  - Ñ (D* Ñ )-1 D* ¶ Y / ¶ Atr ]. (4.78)
The electric field operators satisfy the lattice non-Abelian Gauss's law
constraint,
D*E = D*E = 0. (4.79)
We may write the electric field operator as
E = Etr - Ñ j , (4.80)
where
Etr = i ¶ / ¶ Atr, (4.81)
and j  is the non-Abelian lattice Coulomb potential operator.
j  = i (D* Ñ )-1 D* ¶ / ¶ Atr. (4.82)
This completes the calculation of the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian Hcoul.
Remarks: 1.  In case color charge is carried by other fields such as the
quark field, then expression (4.82) for the color-Coulomb operator is
modified to
j  = (D* Ñ )-1  ( i D* ¶ / ¶ Atr + r qu), (4.83)
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where r qu is the quark color charge density operator.  Gauss's law is
modified to
- D*E = D × E = r qu. (4.84)
Gluons contribute to the color-Coulomb operator by the charge density
operator iD* ¶ / ¶ Atr = -iD × ¶ / ¶ Atr
2.  We give a more explicit expression for the case of SU(2).  In this case
we have on a given link
U(A) = h  [ 1 - (A/2)2 ]1/2 + taAa, (4.85)
where we have written Aa for Atrx,ia, and h  = – 1 is a sign that labels
coordinate patches on the SU(2) group manifold.  From U†dU = ta y acdAc,
we obtain for the Maurer-Cartan form for the SU(2) group in these
coordinates,
y (A)ac = h [ 1 - (A/2)2 ]1/2 d a,c
                + 4-1 h [ 1 - (A/2)2 ]-1/2 AaAc - 2-1fa,b,c Ab, (4.86)
where fa,b,c are the structure constants of the SU(2) group.  From
y acJab = d cb, we obtain
Jac =  h [ 1 - (A/2)2 ]1/2 d ac  - 2-1fa,b,c Ab, (4.87)
(J*J)b,c = Jab Jac = d b,c - 4-1Ab Ac, (4.88)
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and the Haar measure on a single link is
det y  = | 1 - (A/2)2 |-1/2 . (4.89)
Expression (4.88) for J*J on a given link yields the explicit for the sum
that appears in the first term of Hcoul in (4.76),
å x,i (Ex,ia F )*(Ex,ia Y ) = å x,i [ d b,c - 4-1Atrx,ib Atrx,ic ]
                                       ·  (Ex,ib F )*(Ex,ic Y ), (4.90)
where Ex,ib is defined in (4.78).
3.  We have chosen a lattice notation which agrees with the continuum
notation for corresponding quantities.  To obtain the continuum expression
for the kinetic energy operator, it is sufficient to set J = 1, and
correspondingly y  = J*-1.  Our expression then agrees with the continuum
hamiltonian of Christ and Lee [2].   In the continuum, the gauge-covariant
derivative is given by Dia,c = d a,c Ñ i + fabcAtrib, so the contribution of the
gluons to the charge density operator which appears in the Coulomb
potential is i (D* ¶ / ¶ Atr)a = - i (D* ¶ / ¶ Atr)a = - i fabc Atrib ¶ / ¶ Atric.
4.  The kinetic energy operator K is not the Laplace-Beltrami operator of
the metric G, which is the operator that would be obtained if s  =
det y  detM were replaced by det1/2G = s  det-1/2(D*D), in our expression
for K.  Of course the measure of integration in (4.75) and (4.76) could be
trivially changed from s  into detG1/2, by rescaling the wave functions by
the factor det1/4(D*D).  In this case the operator K would be changed into
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the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the metric G plus a potential term.  The
interesting point however is that it is possible to write the kinetic energy
operator in which non-locality associated with det(D*D) and (D*D)-1 do
not appear.  The only non-locality which appears in the Coulomb
hamiltonian is associated with the inverse Faddeev-Popov operator
M-1(Atr) = D*(Atr) Ñ , even though (D*D)-1 appears in intermediate stages
of the calculation.
5.  In the classical Yang-Mills action,










 + g0fabcA m bA n c) - 2-1F m n aF m n a),
variation with respect to A0 produces Gauss's law, D × E = 0.  Here A0 is
the classical analog of the lattice variables associated to the vertical links.
The variation of the classical action to obtain Gauss's law is the precise
analog of our lattice procedure of integrating out the variables that live on
the vertical links, which produced the lattice version version of Gauss's
law.
6.  We would have obtained the same lattice Coulomb hamiltonian if we
had followed an alternative procedure which is the lattice analog of the
continuum method of Christ and Lee [2].  These authors first calculated the
hamiltonian Hw in the "A0 = 0" or Weyl gauge, where the continuum
coordinates Ai(x) are Cartesian, and where there is a residual invariance
under time-independent gauge transformations.  They then obtained the
continuum Coulomb hamiltonian Hcoul by making the non-linear change of
variables Ai = g-1Aicoulg + g-1 Ñ ig, and then letting Hw act on gauge-
invariant wave-functions.  (The use of Cartesian coordinates as an
intermediate step was advantageous for these authors whose purpose was to
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quantize a classical theory.  In the present article, Cartesian coordinates are
not needed, because we are gauge fixing the theory which is already
quantized and regularized by Wilson.)  The lattice analog of the "A0 = 0"
gauge is the "U0 = 1" gauge.  The lattice hamiltonian in the "U0 = 1"
gauge is the Kogut-Susskind hamiltonian [15], which is of the form (4.76)
and (4.77), with the following modifications: the variables Ax,ia
independent on each link; s (A) = det y (A); the color-eletric field operator
Ex,i,b is given simply by
Ex,i,b = i ¶ / ¶ Ax,i,b, (4.91)
instead of (4.78), and there is no restriction to a fundamental modular
region.  However in the "U0 = 1" gauge, there is a residual gauge-
invariance under time-independent gauge transformations, and wave-
functions are required to satisfy Gauss's law as a subsidiary condition to
satisfy gauge invariance.  (The left-hand side of Gauss's law is the
generator of time-independent gauge transformations.)  This is an
independent assumption in the "U0 = 0" gauge, whereas in the Coulomb
gauge, we have derived gauge-invariance in the form of Gauss's law, by
integrating over the vertical links.  The last sentence contains a slight over-
simplification.  The quantum mechanical partition function Z =
tr exp(- b H) is a trace, and this in fact corresponds to periodic boundary
conditions in Euclidean time.  Strictly speaking, the "U0 = 1" gauge does
not exist with periodic boundary conditions, because it assigns to unity the
value of Wilson loops that close by periodicity.  A correct procedure is to
make all vertical links unity except those at a fixed Euclidean time, and one
may show that integration over these last vertical links indeed effects the
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projection onto gauge-invariant states.  However we have preferred not to
first pass to the U0 = 1 gauge in order to maintain the connection with
"optimal gauge fixing", and because our statistical mechanical arguments
do not allow a special role for a fixed Euclidean time slice.
7.  For the fundamental modular region L  to be truly the quotient-space of
configurations U modulo gauge transformations g, it is necessary to
identify some points on the boundary ¶ L  which are gauge-transforms of
each other.  This means that the wave-functions are required to assume the
same value at these points.  However, because the Coulomb gauge may be
regarded as the "U0 = 1" gauge, with the subsidiary condition that the
wave-functions be gauge invariant, the wave functions that are
eigenfunctions of the Coulomb hamiltonian satisfy thie requirement
automatically [5].  Thus we need not be concerned to identify these points
explicitly, and it is sufficient to cut off the integration over L  at the
boundary ¶ L .
8.  The Gauss's law constraint satisfied by Ex,ia, the definition of A0, eq.
(1.7), and the Heisenberg equations of motion of A = Atr and Et r
generated by the hamiltonian Hcoul provide a quantized and regularized
form of all the classical Yang-Mills equations on lattice of finite spatial
extent.
5.  Fundamental Modular Region and Effective Coulomb-gauge
Hamiltonian
The hamiltonian Hcoul, eq. (4.76), which we obtained in the
preceding section does not by itself give a complete expression of the
dynamics of a gauge theory, because the space of wave function is
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restricted to the fundamental modular region, and the boundary of the
fundamental modular region L  must also be found.  (Alternatively, a
signed measure may be used, as discussed in [4] and [5]).  The boundary of
the fundamental modular region L  is not known for finite lattice volume.
Fortunately, a limiting expression for the boundary of the fundamental
modular region was derived for the minimal lattice Landau gauge on a
periodic lattice in D Euclidean dimensions in secs 2-4 of [11], and which is
valid in the infinite-volume limit.  The same expression applies for the
minimal Coulomb gauge on a given time slice in D spatial dimensions, as
we now explain.  (The horizon function which was designated H in [11] is
designated G in the present article.)
Let U = U(Atr) be a transverse configuration on a single time slice
of a periodic lattice.  Let G(Atr)
 
be defined by
aG  ”  å x,y Dx,iac Dy,iad M-1x,c;y,d
                       - (n2 -1) å (xy) n-1 Re tr Uxy , (5.1)
where, a is the lattice spacing, and M = D* Ñ  = Ñ *D is the Faddeev-
Popov matrix.  Its inverse M-1 is taken on the subspace orthogonal to the
trivial null space consisting of constant (x-independent) vectors.  The lattice
difference operator Ñ  and the lattice gauge covariant derivative
D = D(Atr), and their duals Ñ * and D*(Atr) are defined in sect. 3.  (The
sum in the second term is the minimizing function (3.2), apart from an
additive constant.)  Let L  be the fundamental modular region, namely the
set of configurations U(Atr) which are absolute minima of the minimizing
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function I(U), eq. (3.2), on each gauge orbit, I(U) £  I(Ug).  Let L ' be the
subset of the Gribov region W  defined by G(Atr) £  0,




L ' be the corresponding partition functions
Z
L
 ”  ò
L
 Õ  dAtr s  exp[ - S(U) ]  (5.3)
and
Z
L ' ”  ò W  Õ  dAtr s  q [ - G(U) ] exp[ - S(U) ],  (5.4)
where s  = det y detM, det y (Atr) is Haar measure, and S is a generic action.
Then these partition functions (and the corresponding expectation values)
are equal in the infinite-volume limit,
limV fi ¥ Z L  = limV fi ¥ Z L '. (5.5)
Loosely we may say that L  = L ' in the infinite-volume limit.
Remarks:
1.  In the interior of the Gribov region W , the horizon function G(Atr) is
finite, but approaches infinity as Atr approaches a generic point on the
boundary ¶ W .  Proof:  By definition of W , the Faddeev-Popov matrix
M(Atr) is strictly positive (apart from the trivial null space) for all Atr in
W , and it develops a (non-trivial) null eigenvalue on the boundary of W .
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2.  For all U(Atr) in W , the horizon function G(U) is bounded from below
by its value at the vacuum configuration Uxy = 1, namely
G(U) ‡  G(1) = - (n2-1)VD, (5.6)
where V is the spatial volume and D is the number of spatial dimensions.
(The quantity F ”  (n2-1)VD is the total number of degrees of freedom of
link variables on the lattice.)
Proof:  The first term in (5.1)
 
is positive for all configurations U in the
Gribov region, because the Faddeev-Popov operator is positive there.  This
term attains its minimum value, zero, for the vacuum configuration
Uxy = 1, because Dx,i(U) is the latttice difference operator at U = 1,
Dx,i(1) = Ñ i, where Ñ i is the lattice difference operator, and on a periodic
lattice
å x ( Ñ if)x = 0, (5.7)
where fx is any site variable.  The second term of G(U) is obviously also a
minimum at Uxy = 1, where it has the stated value.
3.  The horizon function G(Atr) vanishes identically on a finite lattice with
free boundary conditions for any transverse configuration Atr.  Proof:  Let
i and a be a pair of indices with the ranges i = 1,...D, and a = 1,...(n2-1),
and let fi,a be the color-vector valued site variable defined by
fi,a,xb = xi d ab. (5.8)
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This function is well defined on an infinite lattice or a finite latttice with
free boundary conditions, but it is not well-defined on a finite periodic
lattice.  One has
[M(Atr)f]i,a = - D(Atr) × [ Ñ fi,a] = - D(Atr) × (ei ea), (5.9)
where ea is the color-vector with components eab = d ab, and ei is the link
variable with the value d ij on links (x,j).  With this value of [M(Atr)f]i,a it is
easy to verify that
G(Atr) = å i,a [ (Mfi,a, M-1 Mfi,a) - (fi,a, Mfi,a) ] = 0. (5.10)
This equation fails at finite volume on a periodic lattice, as shown by (5.6),
but it holds rigorously and identically on a finite lattice with free boundary
conditions.  To the extent that the boundary of the lattice becomes
irrelevant in the infinite-volume limit, the equation G(Atr) = 0 may be
considered to hold in a formal sense on a periodic lattice of infinite
volume.  This is consistent with the horizon condition V-1 Æ G æ  = 0 which
we impose as a limiting condition at large volume.
4. It might be thought that the introduction of the term g 0G  into the
hamiltonian would destroy renormalizability.  Renormalizability is not well
explored in the Coulomb gauge.  However it should be noted that the
analogous procedure in the Landau gauge does not destroy
renormalizability for any value of g 0.  In that case, one adds g 0G to the
Euclidean action, and this non-local term is made local by an integral
representation in terms of auxiliary ghost fields.  It has been shown
[14, 18] for any value of g 0, that in a perturbative expansion in the Landau
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gauge, the renormalization constants may be chosen independent of g 0, and
thus have the same value as in theory with g 0 = 0.  The basic reason is the
preceding remark, which shows that G is, in essence, a boundary term.
The horizon function G(Atr) is a bulk quantity of the order of the
lattice volume, so the results of sect. 2 are valid and the infinite-volume
limit.  Consequently the statistical mechanical system described by the
partition function Z
L ' is equivalent at large spatial volume to the quantum
mechanical system described by the effective hamiltonian
Heff = Hcoul + g 0G. (5.11)
In the formal sense of remark 3, we have G »  0 at infinite-volume, so in
this formal sense nothing has been added to Hcoul, and we have
Heff »  Hcoul.  The subscript on g 0 indicates that it is an unrenormalized
quantity.
To calculate with this hamiltonian one makes the usual rescaling
Atr = g0 A0,tr, (5.12)
and the integration on dA0,tr will be extended to infinity.  Having taken
into account the boundary of the fundamental modular region, we shall
ignore other possible non-perturbative effects, such as the existence of
different coordinate patches to cover the SU(n) group manifold, and the
integration on A0,tr will be extended to infinity.
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It is convenient to rescale the wave function according to
Y  = s - 1/2 Y ', (5.13)
where s  = det( y M), so the inner product becomes
( F , Y ) = ò  Õ  dAtr F '* Y '. (5.14)
and the hamiltonian is
Heff' = s 1/2 Heff s -1/2, (5.15)
The advantage of this transformation is that s  = det( y M) appears only in
Heff' in the combination
s
- 1
 ¶ s /¶ Atr = ¶[ tr ln( y M)]/ ¶ Atr
                  = tr(M-1 ¶ M / ¶ Atr) + tr( y -1 ¶ y / ¶ Atr), (5.16)
so it is only necessary to calculate the inverse M-1 instead of the
determinant, detM.
After this transformation, the hamiltonian is given by the quadratic
form
( F ', Heff' Y ') = ( F ', K' Y ') + ( F ', (Vm + g 0G) Y '), (5.17)
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where Vm is the magnetic field energy of (4.76), G is given in (5.1), and
the transformed kinetic energy operator is given by
( Y ', K' F ') = ò  dAtr [g02(2a)-1]  å x,i (Ex,i,a F ' - (2 s )-1 [Ex,i,a, s] F ')*
                           ·  (Ex,i,a Y ' - (2 s )-1 [ Ex,i,a, s] Y '), (5.18a)
where the operator
Ex,a,i = Ex,a,i a (Atr) i ¶ / ¶ Atr, a (5.18b)
is given in (4.77) and (4.78).  With
Ex,a,i† ”  i ¶ / ¶ Atr, a Ex,a,i a (Atr), (5.18c)
the transformed hamiltonian operator acts according to
Heff' = K' Y ' + (Vm + g 0G) Y ', (5.19)
where
K' Y ' = [g02(2a)-1] å x,i {Ex,ia† Ex,ia - [Ex,i,a a  (2 s )-1 ¶ s / ¶ Atr, a  ]2
            + ¶ / ¶ Atr, a  [Ex,i,a a  Ex,i,a b  (2 s )-1 ¶ s / ¶ Atr, b ] } Y '. (5.20)
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The last two terms represent an effective potential energy which is
generated in the transformed kinetic energy operator K'.
Until g 0 is given the critical value, the theory described by Heff' is
not a gauge theory.  However some of the classical Yang-Mills equations
are preserved for arbitrary g 0.  A regularized version of Gauss's law
D × E = g0 r qu is satisfied identically.  The definition (1.7) of A0 is also
maintained.  Because the horizon function G(Atr) depends only on Atr and
not on Etr, the equation of motion of Atr are not changed by the presence of
the term g 0G(Atr) in Heff'.  Consequently, quantized and regularized lattice



















.  This implies that a
regularized version of Faraday's law, D · E = -D0B holds, or equivalently




 = 0, where *F is the dual tensor to F.
The law which is violated for arbitrary g 0 is the Maxwell displacement law
D0E = D · B - g0jqu.  However, because Gauss's law is maintained, it is
sufficient that relativistic invariance be regained in the critical limit for the
Maxwell displacement law to also be regained.  This can only happen if g 0
has the critical value determined by the horizon condition.  In the
following section we shall see how to satisfy the horizon condition.
6.  Color-Coulomb Potential
In the remaining sections A is rescaled according to A = g0A(0), and
¶ / ¶ A = g0-1 ¶ / ¶ A(0).  The superscript on A(0) will be dropped.  We will
also set the horizontal lattice spacing a to unity.
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The inverse of the lattice Faddeev-Popov the matrix M = D* Ñ  =
Ñ *D is important for the dynamics because it appears in the non-abelian
Coulomb operator j  = g0M-1 r .  In this section we shall separate a piece
of order g0-1 from M-1 = g0-1u + O(1), where u is the color Coulomb
potential, in order to be consistent with the horizon condition, and we shall
derive the self-consistency equation that determines u.
We write
M = M0 + M1, (6.1)
where
M0 ”  Ñ * Ñ (6.2)
M1 ”  g0 B* Ñ  = g0 Ñ *B (6.3)
and the operator B is defined by
g0 B ”  D - Ñ . (6.4)
We have
M-1 = M0-1 - M0-1 M1 M0-1 +  M0-1 M1M-1M1M0-1, (6.5)
so from the definition of the covariant derivative
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(Diac w c)x = Gx,iac Ñ i w c + g0 fabcAx,ibai w xc, (6.6)
where ai w x = 2-1[ w (x+ei) + w (x)], the matrix M-1 has the particular
structure
M-1 = M0-1 + M0-1 Ñ *F Ñ M0-1 - g0 M0-1 Ñ *A M0-1. (6.7)
Here the action of the operator A is defined by the last term of (6.6), and F
is the matrix with components
Fx,i,a;y,j,b ”   g02 B(x)ia,c B(y)jb,d (M-1)x,c;y,d
                              - (Gx,ia,b - d a,b) d x,y  d i,j. (6.8)
The explicit expression for Gx,ia,b is given in (3.7).
It is useful to also consider the related matrix E defined by
Ex,i,a;y,j,b ”  E1x,i,a;y,j,b + E2x,i,a;y,j,b (6.9)
where
E1x,i,a;y,j,b ”   D(x)ia,c D(y)jb,d (M-1)x,c;y,d. (6.10)
E2x,i,a;y,j,b ”   - Gx,ia,b d x,y  d i,j. (6.11)
Because D = g0B + Ñ , the matrices E and F are related by
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Fx,i,a;y,j,b TT =  [ Ex,i,a;y,j,b + d x,y d i,j d a,b ]TT (6.12)
where the superscript TT means the part that is transverse on both indices.
The matrix E is also related to the horizon function G by
G = å x,y,i,a Ex,i,a;y,i,a. (6.13)
We will see that the horizon condition Æ G æ  = 0 determines the low
momentum behavior of Æ M-1 æ .
We define the 3-dimensional ghost or Faddeev-Popov propagator Cx
by
  Cx-y d a,b = Æ M-1x,a;y,b æ . (6.14)
We have
C = M0-1 + M0-1 Ñ * Æ F æ  Ñ M0-1, (6.15)
where we have used Æ A æ  = 0, which follows from global color or lattice
symmetry.  In terms of the fourier transform
Cx-y = V-1 å q  exp[i q × (x-y)] C q , (6.16)











q ,iK q ,i,j q q ,j (6.17)
where
K




q ,i  ”  2 sin(2-1 q i) (6.19)
L
q
 = å i q q ,i2 . (6.20)
We also define the analogous quantity for E,
L
q ,i,j d a,b ”  V-1 å x,y exp[-i q × (x + 2-1ei - y - 2-1ej)] Æ Ex,i,a;y,j,b æ ,
(6.21)
which has the decomposition
L
q ,i,j = L1 q ,i,j + L2 q ,i,j. (6.22)
corresponding to the decomposition E = E1 + E2.  By (6.12), K q ,i,j and
L
q ,i,j are related by
K
q ,i,j TT =  [ L q ,i,j + d i,j ]TT. (6.23)
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We now establish a number of properties of L
q ,i,j.  By (6.11) and by
lattice and global color symmetry we have
L2 q ,i,j = - b d i,j, (6.24)
where
b d a,c ”  Æ Gx,ia,c æ  = d a,c Æ n-1 Re tr Ux,i æ , (6.25)
by (3.7).  The matrix E1 satisfies
Ñ *E1x,a;y,j,b =  D(y)jb,d d x,y d a,d, (6.26)
and thus
å i q q ,i L1 q ,i,j =  b q q ,j, (6.27)
where we have again used Æ A æ  = 0.  This gives
  L1 q ,i,j = b d i,j + S q ,i,jTT, (6.28)
where S
q ,i,jTT is transverse on both indices.  We have
  L
q ,i,j = S q ,i,jTT, (6.29)
so L
q ,i,j is transverse on both indices.  From (6.13), the horizon condition,
Æ G æ  = 0, is equivalent to the statement
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å i L q ,i,i| q =0 = 0. (6.30)
So far the volume of the lattice is finite.  We now take the infinite
volume limit, so L
q ,i,j becomes a function of q i, which we write Li,j( q ),
and similarly for other q -dependent quantities.  We assume that global
color symmetry and cubic symmetry of the lattice are preserved in the
infinite-volume limit.  We also assume that the leading terms at q i = 0
have the invariance of the full (3-dimensional) Euclidean group and not
just the symmetries of the cubic lattice group.  This means that Li,j( q ) and
Ki,j( q ) are Euclidean-invariant functions of q( q ) at small q .  Then (6.29)
implies that in the neighborhood of q i = 0, the tensor Li,j(q) is of the form
Li,j(q) »  a(q2) ( d i,j - qi qj /q2 ), (6.31)
because this is the only transverse tensor with the stated symmetries.  By
eq. (6.30), the horizon condition is the statement
a(0) = 0, (6.32)
and we have Li,j(0)= 0.  According to (6.23), this is also equivalent to the
statement
[ K(0)i,j - d i,j ]TT = 0. (6.33)
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We wish to express C
q
 in terms of its self-energy.  Let the matrix
S ( q ) with elements S i,j( q ) be defined by
S ( q ) ”  K(q ) [ 1 + P( q ) K( q ) ]-1, (6.34)
where P( q ) is the projector onto the longitudinal subspace,
Pi,j( q ) ”  qi( q ) qj( q ) / q2( q ). (6.35)
It has the expansion
S i,j( q ) = Ki,j( q ) - Ki,k( q ) qk( q ) [q2( q )]-1 ql( q ) Kl,j( q ) + ...  .
(6.36)
Equation (6.34) may be inverted to give
K( q ) ”  S(q ) [ 1 - P( q ) S ( q ) ]-1, (6.37)
If this is substituted into eq. (6.17) for C( q ) one obtains
C-1( q ) = L ( q ) - qi( q ) S i,j( q ) qj( q ). (6.38)
The last term is a self-energy, so S  is a self-energy with momentum factors
removed.
The expansion (6.36) shows that the transverse parts of Ki,j( q ) and
S i,j( q ) are equal at q  = 0,
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[S i,j(0)]TT = [Ki,j(0)]TT , (6.39)
so the horizon condition in the form (6.33) is equivalent to the statement
[ S (0)i,j - d i,j ]TT = 0. (6.40)
We now assume that the integral for the self energy S i,j(0) is (infra-
red) convergent, as will be verified a posteriori, (8.22) below.  Then cubic
or rotational invariance gives
S i,j(0) = const. ·  d i,j, (6.41)
and the horizon condition (6.40) is equivalent to the statement
S i,j(0) = d i,j. (6.42)
This allows us to write (6.38) in the form
C-1( q ) = qi( q ) [ S i,j(0) - S i,j( q ) ] qj( q ). (6.43)
This equation holds only when the horizon condition S i,j(0) = d i,j is
satisfied.
We now come to the crucial point.  This equation contradicts the
usual perturbative expansion, according to which the self-energy is of
leading order g02, which makes the right hand side of the last equation of
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leading order g02, whereas the left hand side is of leading order g00.  We
shall next find an explicit expression for the self-energy which will suggest
a different expansion in g0 that is compatible with the last equation.
We use expression (6.36) for S
q ,i,j, in which the leading singularity
of Ki,j( q ) at q  = 0, is cancelled by the remaining terms.  For Ki,j( q ), we
use (6.8) and (6.18) and obtain
S
q ,i,j = [(n2-1)V]-1 å x,y exp[-i q × (x + 2-1ei - y - 2-1ej)]
                        ·  g02 Æ B(x)ia,c B(y)ja,d (M-1)x,c;y,d æ  + ... , (6.44)
We express (M-1)x,c;y,d in terms of its fourier transform,
(M-1)x,c;y,d = V-2 å q ', q "  Æ (M-1) q ',c; q ",d exp[i( q ' × x - q " × y), (6.45)
and we have
S
q ,i,j ”  [(n2-1)V3]-1 å x,y, q ', q " exp[-i q × (x + 2-1ei - y - 2-1ej)]
         ·  g02 Æ (M-1) q ',c; q ",d B(x)ia,c B(y)ja,d æ  exp[i( q ' × x - q " × y) ] + ... .
(6.46)
We use (6.4) and (6.6) for B(x)ia,c, and write explicitly only the leading
term in g0,
S
q ,i,j ”  g02 [(n2-1)V3]-1 å q ', q " cos(2-1 q 'i) cos(2-1 q "j)
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         ·  fabc faed Æ  A
q - q ',ib A q "- q ,je (M-1) q ',c; q ",d æ  + ... . (6.47)
Consider the contribution to the self-energy that comes from
q ' = q ".  This is a disconnected part of S
q ,i,j in the sense that Brillouin
momenta are separately conserved for two subsets of graphs.  We have
V-1(M-1)
q ',c; q ',d = V-1 å x,y exp[ -i q ' × (x - y) ] (M-1)x,c;y,d
                          = å z exp( i q ' × z) V-1 å x(M-1)x,c;x+z,d. (6.48)
The quantity V-1 å x(M-1)x,c;x+z,d, being an average over all sites of the
lattice, is of the form B/V, where B is a bulk quantity.  Thus, as discussed
at the end of sect. 2, if we separate out its vacuum expectation value, the
remainder is expected to be small, of order V-1/2.
V-1 å x(M-1)x,c;x+z,d =  V-1 Æ  å x(M-1)x,c;x+z,d æ  + O(V-1/2)
V-1 å x(M-1)x,c;x+z,d = Cz d c,d  + O(V-1/2) (6.49)
V-1(M-1)
q ,c; q ,d =  C q  d c,d + O(V-1/2). (6.50)
We substitute this expression into the self-energy (6.47) and obtain
S
q ,i,j ”  g02 [(n2-1)V2]-1 å q ', q " cos(2-1 q 'i) cos(2-1 q "j)
         ·  fabc faec Æ  A
q - q ',ib A q "- q ,je æ  C q ' + ... . (6.51)
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Bt translational invariance only the term with q ' = q " survives
S




q ,i,j d b,e ”  å y exp(-i q × y) Æ  Ax,ib Ax+y,je æ (6.53)
is the equal-time gluon propagator in momentum space.  We substitute this




 = n g02 V-1 å q ' qi [ D q 'i,j - D q - q 'i,j ] qj
                      ·  cos(2-1 q 'i) cos(2-1 q 'j) C q ' + ... , (6.54)
where qi = qi( q ).
The explicit coefficient g02 clearly contradicts the usual perturbative
expansion, according to which D and C are of leading order g00.  To
obtain an expansion in powers of g0 which is consistent with this equation,
we shall suppose that the ghost propagator C
q
 is of leading order g0-1,
C
q




 is a function, which we shall determine shortly, that is independent
of g0.  We call it "the static color-Coulomb potential".  By (6.50) this gives
a similar contribution to M-1 of order g0-1,
V-1(M-1)
q ,c; q ',d =  g0-1 u q  d q , q ' d c,d + V-1R q ,c; q ',d,
(M-1)x,c;y,d =  g0-1 ux-y d c,d + Rx,c;y,d. (6.56)
The remainder R (which is not being neglected) and all other quantities are
regarded as power series in g0 with non-negative powers.
With this Ansatz, the terms in (6.54) represented by the dots are of
higher order in g0.  Upon equating terms of order g0 in (6.54), we obtain
u-1( q ) = n (2 p )-3 ò d3 q ' qi D0i,j( q ') qj { cos(2-1 q 'i) cos(2-1 q 'j) u( q ')
                   - cos[2-1( q '+ q )i] cos[2-1( q '+ q )i] u( q '+ q ) }. (6.57)
where qi = qi( q ), and we have taken the infinite-volume limit.  Here
D0i,j( q ') is the gluon-propagator calculated to zero-order in g0.  This non-
linear integral equation determines the static color-Coulomb potential u( q ),
once D0i,j( q ) is given.  This equation holds only in a non-abelian theory
because the coefficient n which appears in front of the integral comes from
the contraction of two structure constants, fabcfaec = n d be.
Because of the difference that appears in the integrand, this equation
remains finite in the critical limit, where it simplifies to
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u-1(q) = n (2 p )-3 ò d3k D0(k) [ q2 - (q × k)2/k2 ]  [ u(k) - u(k+q) ] .
(6.58)
This is a self-consistency equation which we will solve in order to
determine the static color-Coulomb potential u(q).
7.  Re-expanded Zero-order Hamiltonian
Before we can solve the last equation, we must calculate its kernel,
the zero-order gluon propagator D0i,j( q ), which is determined by the zero-
order hamiltonian.  However we must consistently and everywhere use the
new expansion (6.56) namely, (M-1)x,y = g0-1u(x-y) + ...  .  In particu-
lar, we must use it wherever M-1 appears in the Hamiltonian
Heff' = Hcoul' + g 0G.  This gives a new expansion of Heff' in powers of g0.
We call the zero-order hamiltonian obtained in this way, the "re-
expanded" zero-order hamiltonian, Hr0.  It depends on the as yet unknown
function u, Hr0 = Hr0[u], which will be subsequently determined from the
self-consistency equation (6.57).  The re-expanded hamiltonian will turn
out in the critical limit to be a dimensionally transmutated hamiltonian
because u(x) is a non-trivial potential that is independent of g0, but depends
on a dimensionful parameter m .  The matrix M-1 appears in Heff' (5.17) or
(5.19) in three places.
First, it appears in the Coulomb contribution to the color-electric
field operator (4.78),
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E = Etr - Ñ j , = i ¶ / ¶ Atr - g0 Ñ M-1 r , (7.1)
where the color-electric charge density operator is defined by
r  = i B* ¶ / ¶ Atr. (7.2)
Here we have replaced D* by g0B* = D* - Ñ *, because Ñ * ¶ / ¶ Atr = 0.
To leading order in g0, the color-electric field and color-charge density
and  operators are given by
Ex,ia = i ¶ / ¶ Ax,ia,tr - Ñ x,i å y ux-y  r ya  + ... (7.3)
r xa = - fabc 2-1 å i [Aitr,b(x) Eitr,c(x) + Aitr,b(x-ei) Eitr,c(x-ei) ] + ... 
(7.4)
where the dots represent terms that are higher order in g0.  In the new
expansion, the Coulombic color-electric field operator has a zero-order
piece, just like Etr.  
Second, M-1 appears in the horizon function g 0G which, by (5.1) is
given by
g 0G = g 0 [ g02 å x,y Bx,iab By,iac M-1x,b;y,c
                  - (n2-1) å x,i n-1 Re tr Ux,i ] . (7.5)
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Here we have replaced D by g0B, because  å x Ñ  vanishes with periodic
boundary conditions.  We have
g 0G = g 0 [ g02 å x,y fadb faec Ax,id Ay,ie ai(x) aj(y) M-1x,b;y,c
             - 3 (n2-1) V + ... ] (7.6)
which gives
g 0G = g 0 [ n g0 å x,y Ax,ib Ay,ib ai(x) aj(y) ux-y  - 3 (n2-1) V + ... ],
(7.7)
where ai(x) is defined in (3.11).  The second term is a constant.  The order
in g0 of these terms depends on the order in g0 assigned to g 0.  These are
not independent parameters but are related by the horizon condition, which
fixes g 0(g0).  To obtain a consistent expansion in powers of g0, we pose
g 0 = (2ng0)-1 m 4,        (7.8)
where m  is of zero-order in g0.  A perturbative expansion will be done in
powers of g0, at fixed m , which is considered to be independent of g0.
Subsequently the horizon condition will be used to fix g0( m ).  This is
similar to the substituting the solution of the renormalization-group
equation for g0 into the usual perturbative expansion.
By this assignment, g 0G contributes to the zero-order hamiltonian,
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g 0G = 2-1 m 4 å x,y Ax,ib Ay,ib ai(x) ai(y) ux-y
                - 3 (n2-1) (2 n g0 )-1 m 4 V + ... ] . (7.9)
The second term is a constant of order g0-1 which is irrelevant for the
hamiltonian, but contributes to the horizon condition Æ G æ  = 0.
Finally M-1 appears in the term
tr(M-1 ¶ M/ ¶ Ax,ia) = å y,z (M-1)y,b;z,c fbdc ¶ (g0Ad* Ñ )z,y/ ¶ Ax,ia
            + ... (7.10)
in (5.16) that  is present in Heff', and comes from absorbing the integration
measure detM in the wave function.  However because of the trace on the
color indices, (7.10) has no contribution of order g00.
To write the hamiltonian explicitly, independent variables must be
chosen so the transversality condition is satisfied identically.  This is
accomplished using the fourier components defined by
Atrx,i =  (2V-1)1/2 å ' q , l  e q ,i l { A q c, l  cos[ q × (x + 2-1ei)]
                                     + A
q
s, l
 sin[ q × (x + 2-1ei)], (7.11)
Etrx,i =  (2V-1)1/2 å ' q , l  e q ,i l { E q c, l  cos[ q × (x + 2-1ei)]
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                                     + E
q
s, l
 sin[ q × (x + 2-1ei)], (7.12)
where the color index is temporarily suppressed, q i are the lattice
momenta, q i = 2 p ni/N, for ni = 1, 2,...N, and the prime on the sum over
q i indicates that the sum extends over half the Brillouin zone, and the
polarization vectors e
q ,i l  will be specified shortly.  To avoid a profusion
of the superscript tr, the symbols A and E here and below refer only to the
transverse components, which are the independent dynamical variables.
These fourier components satisfy the canonical commutation relations
[E
q
t, l , A
q '
t', l '] = - [P
q
t, l , A
q '
t', l '] = i d
q , q ' d
t,t'
 d
l , l '
 , (7.13)
where t = c or s.
Exponential fourier transforms are more convenient than sine and
cosine transforms, and we write
Ab,trx,i =  V-1/2 å q , l  e q ,i l  A q b, l  exp[i q × (x + 2-1ei)]
Eb,trx,i =  V-1/2 å q , l  e q ,i l  E q b, l  exp[- i q × (x + 2-1ei)], (7.14)
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These quantities satisfy the commutation relations
[ E
q
b, l , A
q '
b', l '
 ] = i d
q , q ' d b,b' d l , l '. (7.17)
The transversality conditions on Atr, namely å i [ Atri(x) - Atri(x-ei) ]
= 0, where Atri(x) ”  Atrx,i, and similarly for Etr, are easily satisfied in
momentum space because
exp[i q × (x + 2-1ej)] - exp[iq × (x - 2-1ej)] = iq( q j) exp(i q × x) (7.18)
where q( q i) = 2sin(2-1 q i).  It is sufficient to choose the polarization
vectors e
q ,i l  to be a pair of orthonormal polarization vectors that are
orthogonal to q( q i),
å i=13 q( q i) e q ,i l  = 0        l  = 1, 2. (7.19)
After the re-expansion of the color-Coulomb potential, the
hamiltonian to zeroth order in g0 is given in terms of the canonical
variables by
Hr0 = Hho + Hci, (7.20)
where Hho is a harmonic oscillator hamiltonian and Hci contains the color-
Coulombic interaction.  The harmonic oscillator hamiltonian is given by
Hho =   2-1 å q  {E- q b, l   E q b, l
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                   +  [ L
q
 + m 4 L
q
k , l






 } , (7.21)
where we have ignored a constant of order g0-1.  The first term is the usual
zero-order kinetic energy of the transverse color-electric field.  The
second term is a potential energy which is the sum of the usual zero-order
potential energy of the color-magnetic field with coefficient L
q
 = å i q q ,i2
plus the zero-order potential energy of the horizon function g 0G that








 ”  å i e q ,i k  cos2(2-1 q i) e q ,i l  ], (7.22)
and in the critical limit, L
q
k , l
 = d k , l .
Upon diagonalizing this 2 by 2 matrix one obtains the harmonic
oscillator frequencies w
q , l , and eigenpolarizations e q ,i l .  We shall not do
this explicitly, but note only that in the critical limit the harmonic oscillator
frequencies are given by
w (k) =  [ k2 + m 4 u(k) ] . (7.23)
If the gluons were free particles, this dispersion relation would violate
special relativity unless u(k) is independent of k.  However we shall see that
the gluons are confined by the color-Coulomb force.





 ”  (2 w
q , l )-1/2 ( w q , l  A q b, l  - i E- q b, l  )
(a
q
b, l )† ”  (2 w
q , l )1/2 ( w q , l  A- q b, l  + i E q b, l  ), (7.24)
which obey the commutation relations
[ (a
q
b, l )†, a
q '
b', l '] = d
q , q ' d
b,b'
 d
l , l ', (7.25)
the harmonic oscillator hamiltonian takes the standard form
Hho = å q , l  w q , l  [(a q b, l )† a q b, l  + 2-1]. (7.26)
The color-Coulomb interaction hamiltonian Hci is the contribution of
the zero-order coulombic electric field in (7.3) to the hamiltonian,
Hci ”  2-1 å x,i ( Ñ i j x)2 =  2-1 å x,i ( Ñ i å y ux-y r yb)2
Hci = (2V)-1 å q  r - q b v q  r q b . (7.27)
where the color-electric charge r xb is given in (7.4).  It represents the
color-Coulomb interaction energy, with interaction potential
v
q









 of the color-charge operator (7.4) are given by
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 = - fabc å
q ' B q + q ', q ' l , l ' A q + q 'b, l  E q 'c, l ' , (7.30)




 are components of the
transverse  fields only.)  Here the matrix B
q , q '
l , l 'is defined as
B
q , q '
l , l '
 ”  å i e q ,i l  cos[2-1( q i- q i')] e q ',i l '. (7.31)
In the critical limit it reduces to B
q , q '







.  The zero-
momentum component of r
q
a
 is the total color-charge operator
Qa ”  r
q =0a = - fabc å q  A q b, l  E q c, l (7.32)
that satisfies the commuation relations of the Lie algebra of SU(n),
[Qa, Qb] = i fabc Qc. (7.33)
The hamiltonian Hr0(u) depends on the as yet unknown color-
Coulomb potential u( q ).  To determine it, the (equal-time) gluon
propagator
D
q ,i,j0(u) d b,c ”  V-1 å k exp(-i q × x) ( Y 0(u), Aib(x) Ajc(0) Y 0(u)),
(7.34)
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is evaluated as a functional of u in the ground state Y 0(u), of Hr,0(u).  Then
u( q ) is determined from the integral equation (6.57) or (6.58).  We shall
execute this scheme in the next section.
If quarks are present, then total zero-order hamiltonian would be
Hr0,tot = Hr0 + H0,qu, (7.35)
where H0,qu is the free quark hamiltonian.  Here Hr0 is as above, but with
color-charge density defined by
r  = r gl + r qu, (7.36)
where r gl is given in (7.30) and r qu is the color-charge density of the
quarks.  The color-Coulomb interaction potential v( q ) couples at low
momentum to the total color charge Qa of all colored particles.  We shall
see that the interaction potential v
q
 is sufficiently strong at zero momentum
to give infinite energy to all states with non-zero color charge.
Once the zero-order theory has been solved, the full hamiltonian
Heff' may be used to calculate all quantities as power series in g0, regarding
g0 and m  as independent parameters.  The Faddeev-Popov propagator C q  is
calculated as a power series in g0, using the integral equation (6.43).
The horizon condition fixes g0 = g0( m ).  The form (6.42), or
equivalently,
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S i,i(0) = 3, (7.37)
is most appropriate because, by (6.38), it assures that C
q
 is consistent with
our expansion scheme in every order.  This gives, in leading order,
g0-1 =  n [3(2 p )3]-1 ò  d3 q  å i D0i,i( q ) cos2(2-1 q i) u( q ), (7.38)
where we have used (6.52) for S i,i(0) and (6.55).
8.  Determination of the Short Range Static Color-Coulomb
Field
The static color-Coulomb potential, u( q ), is determined by the self-
consistency equation (6.57) or (6.58), which contains the gluon propagator
D0[u] as a kernel.  As one sees from the definition (7.34), this propagator
is a correlation function that is evaluated in the ground state Y 0[u] of
Hr0[u] = Hho[u] + Hci[u].  To calculate u( q ) we shall use a perturbative
method which in zero-order neglects Hci[u].  We first determine the gluon
propagator D0(0)[u] in the ground state Y 0(0)[u] of the harmonic oscillator
hamiltonian Hho[u], as a functional of a generic color-Coulomb
potential u( q ).  We shall then solve the integral equation (6.58) with the
gluon propagator D0(0)[u] as kernel.  This gives an approximation u(0) to
the exact u.  In the present section we shall find the asymptotic form of
u(0)(q) at high momentum q.  In sect. 9 we shall compare this result with
the exact axymptotic expression u(q) at high q which is known from the
perturbative renormalization group.  In sect. 10 we shall find the
asymptotic form of u(0)(q) at low momentum q, and in sect. 11 we shall
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consider the corrections to u(0)(q).  We shall find that the corrections to
u(0)(q) occur only after hadronization.  We shall also find that the
hamiltonian Hr0[u(0)] provides a starting point for further systematic
calculations which in lowest order exhibits the qualitative features of a
confining theory including hadronization.  In the following, we write
w ”  u(0). (8.1)
We calculate w(k) in the critical limit, for which m  << a-1, and
q << a-1, where a is the lattice spacing.  We write ki = ki( q ) = q i in this
limit, and use rotational invariance.  In the critical limit the gluon
propagator (7.34) is given by
D0(0)i,j(k) = [ d i,j - (k2)-1kikj ] D0(0)(k).
D0(0)k[w] = ( 2 w k[w] )-1 = 2-1 [ k2 + m 4 w(k) ]-1/2 , (8.2)
and we have used (7.23) for the frequencies w k[w] of the harmonic
oscillator hamiltonian Hho.  The last equation displays a reciprocal relation
between the static-Coulomb potential w(k) = u(0)(k), and propagator of
transverse gluons.  The singularity of w(k) at k = 0 suppresses D0(0)(k) at
k = 0.  This is seen also in the more exact expression (11.20) below.
With this kernel, the integral equation (6.58) for w(q) reads
w-1(q) = n [2(2 p )3]-1 ò d3k [ q2 - (q× k)2/k2 ]
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                    ·  [ k2 + m 4 w(k) ]-1/2 [ w(k) - w(k+q) ] , (8.3)
or, upon changing argument from q to q2,
[ q2 w(q2) ]-1 = n [2(2 p )2]-1 ò 0¥  dk k2 ò -1+1 dz (1 - z2)
           ·  [ k2 + m 4 w(k2) ]-1/2 [ w(k2) - w(k2+q2+2kqz) ]. (8.4)
The Faddeev-Popov operator is positive inside the Gribov horizon, so we
expect the solution w(k) of this integral equation to be positive for all k.
We shall assume that there exists a unique positive solution.
We first find the the color-Coulomb potential w(q) at momentum
large compared to the mass scale, q >> m  (and also q << a-1).  As an
Ansatz, suppose that at large q, the solution w(q2) differs from the free
expression w(q2) = 1/q2 by a logarithmic power,
w(q2) = C [ q2 lnp(q2/ m 2) ]-1. (8.5)
We shall determine the power p and the coefficient C.  For this purpose we
define
f(q2) ”  [ q2 w(q2) ]-1, (8.6)
and apply the operator q¶ / ¶ q to (8.4).  This gives
q2 f'(q2) = - n [2(2 p )2]-1 ò 0¥  dk k2 ò -1+1 dz (1 - z2)
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           ·  [ k2 + m 4 w(k2) ]-1/2 (q + kz) w'(k2+q2+2kqz) ]. (8.7)
We now write k = qx, and take q >> m .  We may neglect the term
m
4w(q2x2) compared to k2 = q2x2.  We have, at large q
w'(q2) = - C  [ (q2)2 lnp(q2/ m 2) ]-1 [1 + p ln-1(q2/ m 2) ]
          »  - C  [ (q2)2 lnp(q2/ m 2) ]-1, (8.8)
and
w'(k2+q2+2kqz) »  - C{(q2)2 (x2+1+2xz)2 lnp[q2(x2+12+2xz)/ m 2]}-1
                       »  - C{(q2)2 (x2+1+2xz)2 lnp(q2/ m 2)}-1 (8.9)
This gives asymptotically at large q,
q2 f'(q2) = n C [2(2 p )2]-1 ò 0¥  dx x ò -1+1 dz (1 - z2) (1 + xz)
                ·  { (x2+1+2xz)2 lnp[q2/ m 2]}-1. (8.10)
On the other hand, from (8.6) we have
q2 f'(q2) = C-1 p lnp-1(q2/ m 2). (8.11)
Equating the two expressions, we obtain p = 1/2, and
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C-2 = n (2 p )-2 ò 0¥  dx x ò -1+1 dz (1 - z2) (1 + xz) (x2+1+2xz)-2
C-2 = n (2 p )-2 (2/3). (8.12)
The color-Coulomb potential at high momentum is now completely
determined,
w(q) = (3 p 2/n)1/2 [ q2 ln1/2(q/ m ) ]-1,     q >> m . (8.13)
Its fourier transform is the color-Coulomb potential at short range in
position space,
w(r) = (3 p 2/n)1/2 (2 p )-3 ò  d3q [ q2 ln1/2(q/ m ) ]-1 exp(iq × x)
w(r) =  (3 p 2/n)1/2 { 4 p  r ln1/2[( m r)-1] }-1,     r <<  m -1. (8.14)
The color-coulombic electric field operator
Eca(x) = - Ñ ò  d3y w(x-y) r a(y). (8.15)
is expressed in terms of the gradient of this quantity,
- Ñ iw(r) =  (3 p 2/n)1/2 [ 4 p  r2 ln1/2( m r)-1 ]-1 (xi/r)        r <<  m -1.
(8.16)
For the approximate color-Coulomb interaction energy,
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v(0)(q) = q2w2(q) = q2 [u(0)(q)]2, (8.17)
at high momentum we obtain
v(0)(q) = (3 p 2/n) [ q2 ln(q/ m ) ]-1,             q >> m 0, (8.18)
and at short range in position space we have,
v(0)(r) = (3 p 2/n) { 4 p  r ln[ ( m r)-1] }-1.        r <<  m -1 (8.19)
It is instructive to write this in the form
v(0)(r) = gc2(r)/(4 p r), (8.20)
where gc(r) is a running coupling constant
gc-2(r) = bc ln[ ( m r)-1]                    r <<  m -1 (8.21a)
bc = (3 p 2)-1 n. (8.21b)
The dependence on r of this running coupling constant agrees with the
pertrubative renormalization group.  The coefficient bc will be compared
with the perturbative renormalization in the next section.
We may use our solution w(k) to evaluate g0( m ), eq. (7.38).  In the
critical limit, it is given by
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g0-1 =  n [3(2 p )3]-1 ò  d3k [k2 + m 4w(k)]-1/2 w(k). (8.22)
This integral converges in the infrared for the solution w(k) at low
momentum which will be obtained in sect. 10.  However,  in contrast to the
integral equation for w(k) which contains the difference [w(k) - w(q)] in
the integrand, and is ultraviolet finite, the integral (8.22) has a logarithmic
ultraviolet divergence.  Instead of reverting to lattice kinematics, we shall
obtain g0( m ) to leading order in a-1 by simply inserting a momentum cut-
off in (8.22) at L  = a-1, where a is the lattice spacing.  This gives
g0( m )-1 = n (2 p )-2 (2/3) C ln1/2( L 2/ m 2), (8.23)
or, by (8.12)
g0( m )-2 = bc ln( L / m ),           L  >> m , (8.24)
where bc is the coefficient (8.21) of the running coupling constant. Our
expressions for unrenormalized coupling constant and for the renormalized
coupling constant are consistent.  We see again that to this order, m  is a
hadronic mass.  In the present approach, determination of the
g0( m ) = g0( m / L ) by the horizon condition corresponds, in conventional
perturbative calculations, to taking g0 to be the solution of the the
renormalization-group equation for the unrenormalized coupling constant.
Suppose that there are a pair of localized external quarks separated
by a distance r, each with color-charge operator Q1a and Q2a.  Let E(r) be
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energy of the quantum mechanical ground state.  This is a gauge-
independent quantity.  At short distance, this interaction energy is not
purely static color-Coulombic, nor is v(0)(q) the exact static color-Coulomb
interaction potential v(q).  Nevertheless it makes a definite contribution to
this energy that, in fact, is numerically the largest contribution, and which
it is instructive to compute.
Recall that v(q) appears in the zero-order re-expanded hamiltonian
Hr0 = Hho + Hci, where the Coulomb interaction hamiltonian is given by
Hci = [2(2 p )3]-1 ò d3q r (-q)v(q) r (q), and r  = r dyn + r ext.  Apart from an
r-independent constant, the contribution to E(r) from Hr0 given by first
order quantum-mechanical perturbation theory is
E(1)(r) = Æ 0|Hci|0 æ , (8.25)
where |0 æ  is the ground state of Hho.  We have
E(1)(r) = v(0)(r)  Æ Q1a Q2a æ (8.26)
E(1)(r) = (4 p r)-1 gc2(r) Æ Q1a Q2a æ               r << m -1. (8.27)
In the next section we shall compare this contribution to the
interaction-energy E(r) of a pair of external quarks with the
renormalization-group result and with perturbative calculations.  Before
making this comparison, it should be recalled that at short range, the static
color-Coulomb field does not give the complete interaction action energy
E(r).  There are corrections to E(1)(r) which are of the same order of
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magnitude that come from (i) the difference Hr0 - Hho which requires
higher-order perturbative calculations, and which changes the approximate
v(0) to the exact v;  (ii)  the difference Heff' - Hr0.  However we shall see
that numerically (8.27) is nevertheless the dominant contribution to E(r) at
small r.
9.  Comparison with the Renormalization-group and
Perturbative Calculations
According to the perturbative renormalization-group, the energy of
a pair of external quarks at small separation r is given by [19]
E(r) = (4 p r)-1 grg2(r) Æ Q1a Q2a æ , (9.1)
where grg(r) is the renormalized running coupling constant of QCD,
grg-2(r) = brg ln[ (r L QCD)-1 ] ,       r << L QCD-1 (9.2)
brg = (24 p 2)-1 (11n  - 2nf ) , (9.3)
where nf is the number of quark flavors, and L QCD is a hadronic mass.
The two expressions exhibit the same analytic dependence on r, and to the
present order of calculation, m  is a hadronic mass.  However the numerical
coefficients bc and brg  are different.
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To understand this difference, it is sufficient to consider the
perturbative calculation of E(r) up to one-loop order, because the
renormalization-group coefficient brg is determined by the one-loop
perturbative calculation.  The perturbative calculation to one-loop in the
Coulomb gauge is presented in [19], with the result
E(r) = (4 p r)-1 gp2(r) Æ Q1a Q2a æ , (9.4)
where
gp2(r) = g02 + g04 brg ln(r L ) + ... (9.5)
and L  is an ultraviolet cut-off.  The g02 term is the classical Coulomb
energy, and the g04 term is the one-loop contribution, and brg is the
renormalization-group coefficient.  In the Coulomb gauge, it results from
the sum of two contributions [19],
brg = d  + d ' (9.6)
where
d  = (2 p 2)-1 n (9.7)
d ' = - (24 p 2)-1 ( n  + 2nf ), (9.8)
whose physical origin we now explain.  In the Coulomb gauge, both terms
result from the part of the Coulomb hamiltonian given by
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H1 = 2-1  å x,y  r xa  [ g0 (M-1)ab( - Ñ 2 )-1 g0 (M-1)bc]x,y r yc,
(9.9)
where r  = r dyn + r ext.  The contribution d ' results from the second-order
quantum-mechanical perturbative formula
E(2) = - å n | Æ 0| H1|n æ  |2 (En - E0)-1, (9.10)
where to order g04, one makes the replacements M-1(- Ñ 2)M-1 fi  (- Ñ 2)-1.
This contribution is purely negative and corresponds to the familiar
screening of QED.  The d ' contribution is not included in the static color-
Coulomb coefficient bc, in which the polarization of r dyn caused by the
presence of r ext is not included.  This is correction (i) noted above.
The contribution d , which is positive and represents anti-screening,
comes from treating H1 in first-order quantum-mechanical perturbation
theory
E(1) =  Æ 0| H1|0 æ , (9.11)
evaluted to order g04.  We have
E(1) = 2-1 å x,y Æ 0| r ext,xa [(g0M-1)ab( - Ñ 2 ) (g0M-1)bc]x,y r ext,yc |0 æ .
E(1) = Æ 0| (g0M-1)ab( - Ñ 2) (g0M-1)bc |0 æ r,0 Æ Q1a Q2c æ . (9.12)
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The Faddeev-Popov operator, M = - Ñ 2 - g0 l , where l  ”  A × Ñ , has the
expansion in powers of g0
M-1( - Ñ 2) M-1 = ( - Ñ 2)-1 + 2 ( - Ñ 2)-1 g0 l  ( - Ñ 2)-1
                   + 3 ( - Ñ 2)-1 g0 l  ( - Ñ 2)-1  g0 l  ( - Ñ 2)-1 + ...  (9.13)
The g04 contribution comes from the last term, with coefficient 3, which
gives the contribution d  to brg.
We may may evaluate separately the contribution to E(1) that comes
from the vacuum intermediate state, and the part that comes from excited
intermediate states,
Æ 0| M-1( - Ñ 2) M-1 |0 æ = Æ 0| M-1|0 æ  ( - Ñ 2) Æ 0| M-1|0 æ
                            + å n „ 0 Æ 0| M-1 |n æ ( - Ñ 2) Æ n| M-1 |0 æ . (9.14)
The two parts contribute additively to d  and brg,
brg = d  + d ' = d v + d e + d ', (9.15)
Only the first term in (9.14) corresponds to what we have called the color-
Coulomb interaction energy, and consistency requires bc = d v.  The
contribution d e is correction (ii) noted above.
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The perturbative expansion of the vacuum-intermediate-state
contribution to (9.14) is given by
Æ  M-1 æ  ( - Ñ 2) Æ  M-1 æ  = ( - Ñ 2)-1
               + 2 Æ  ( - Ñ 2)-1 g0 l  ( - Ñ 2)-1  g0 l  ( - Ñ 2)-1 æ  + ... (9.16)
The last term has coefficient 2 as compared to the coefficient 3 in (9.13),
and  so, by (9.7),
d v = (2/3) d  = (3 p 2)-1 n, (9.17)
and indeed, by comparison with (8.21) one has, as required
bc = d v. (9.18)
We conclude that the lowest order calculation in the present
approach gives directly the renormalization-group result for the static
color-Coulombic interaction energy.  A renormalized running coupling
constant gc(r) has been obtained in the present approach without any
renormalization having been done.  The mass m  corresponds to L QCD or
the renormalized mass in conventional theory.  It entered the theory in the
form of the thermodynmic parameter, g 0 = (2ng0)-1 m 4.  (In higher order,
an infinite renormalization of m  may be required to obtain a hadronic
mass.)
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Qualitively, bc is  the largest contribution to brg, being 8/11 of the
gluonic contribution to brg.  For nf = 6 flavors of quarks and for n = 3
of SU(3), the ratio is bc/brg = 8/7.  We conclude that although the
corrections to bc are numerically significant (and calculable), they do not
produce a qualitative change.
10.  Determination of the Long Range Color-Coulomb Field
We next determine the solution w(q2) of the integral equation (8.4)
at low momentum.  As an Ansatz, we suppose that for q << m , the color-
Coulomb potential behaves like a power,
w(q) = B m s-2 q-s. (10.1)
We shall determine the power s and the constant B.  We change variables in
(8.4) according to k = qx, and we now neglect k2 compared to m 4 w(k2).
This gives
B-1 (q/ m )s-2 = B1/2 (q/ m )3-s/2 n [2(2 p )2]-1 I, (10.2)
where I is independent of q.  We thus obtain s = 10/3.  For this value of s, I
is the numerical integral
I = ò 0¥  dx x11/3 ò -1+1 dz [ x-10/3 - (x2 + 1 + 2xz)-5/3 ]
I = 8 G (8/3) G (2/3) G -1(16/3). (10.3)
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This gives
B-3/2 = n p -2 G (8/3) G (2/3) G -1(16/3), (10.4)
u(0)(q) = w(q) = B ( m /q)4/3 q-2,               q << m . (10.5)
We have thus determined the asymptotic forms of w(q) at large and
small q.  To make a more complete determination of w(q), one may iterate
the integral equation, starting with an interpolating expression which is
accurate at large and small q, such as
wint(q) = q-2 g(q/ m )
g(q/ m ) = C ln-1/2{ [ 1 + (4/3)(C/B)2(q/ m )8/3 ]3/4 } , (10.6)
where the constants B and C are given above.  We shall not attempt this
here.
Although w(q) is too singular at q = 0 to possess a fourier
transform, the color-coulomb electric field operator (8.15) is expressed in
terms of Ñ w(r) which may be obtained by fourier transformation.  If there
is an external quark at the origin, for example, with color-electric charge
Qa, then according to (8.15), it produces a static color-electric field
Eia = - Ñ iw(r) Qa = (xi/r) Er Qa (10.7)
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where
- Ñ iw(r) = - (2 p )-3 ò  d3q iqi exp(iq × x) B m 4/3 q-10/3 (10.8)
is a finite integral, and the radial color-electric field Er at large r is given
by
Er = 3 (16 p 2)-1 31/2 G (2/3) B m 4/3 r-2/3         r >> m -1, (10.9)
and falls off at large r like r-2/3.
The color-Coulomb interaction energy at low q is given by
v(0)(q) = q2w2(q), or
v(0)(q) = B2 m 8/3 q-14/3.           q << m .  (10.10)
This corresponds to a potential energy between external colored sources
that grows at large r like r5/3, as we now show.
Let us calculate the quantum-mechanical energy E(r) of the ground
state of the system which consists of an external quark-antiquark pair at a
large separation r in interaction with dynamical gluons.  (Dynamical
quarks would screen the interaction of interest.)  We place the external
quark and anti-quark at lattice sites 0 and r, and their color-charge density
operator is given by
r ext,xa = i ( t(1)a d x,0 + t(2)a* d x,r ), (10.11)
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where t(i)a and t(i)a* are anti-hermitian generators of SU(n) in the
fundamental representation and its complex conjugate representation
respectively.  To lowest order E(r) is given by (8.25) where, for the color-
Coulomb interaction hamiltonian Hci, we may take
Hci = [2 (2 p )3]- 1 ò  d3q r exta(q) v(0)(q) r exta(q). (10.12)
We calculate the interaction energy when the external quarks are in a
color-singlet state, so the zero-order wave function is
F 0 a , b  = d a , b  Y 0, (10.13)
where t(1) and t(2) act on the first and second indices respectively, and Y 0
is the ground state of Hho.  The color-charge density operator (10.11) acts
on this wave-function according to
( r ext,xa F 0) a , b  = i (t)a b , a  ( d x,0 - d x,r ) Y 0, (10.14)
because [(ta)
a , b ]* = - (ta) b , a , which reads, in momentum space,
( r exta(q) Y ) a , b  = i (t)a b , a  [ 1 -  exp(iq × r) ] Y 0, (10.15)
In lowest order, we obtain for E(r),
E(1)(r) = [2(2 p )3]-1 (n2-1) ò  d3q v(0)(q) [ 1 -  cos(q × r) ], (10.16)
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where we have used tr(-ta ta) = 2-1(n2-1).  For large |r|, we may replace
v(0)(q) by its low momentum limit (10.10).  This gives for the energy of a
quark-antiquark pair at large separation r,
E(1)(r) = [2(2 p )3]-1 (n2-1) B2 m 8/3 ò  d3q q-14/3 [ 1 -  cos(q × r) ].
(10.17)
E(1)(r) = (2 p )-2 (n2-1) B2 m  ( m r)5/3 ò 0¥  dx x-8/3 [ 1 -  x-1sinx ].
(10.18)
This integral converges in the infrared and the ultraviolet, with the result
E(1)(r) = (2 p )-2 (n2-1) (27/80) sin( p /6) G (1/3) B2 m  ( m r)5/3,
(10.19)
where B is given in (10.4).
At high momentum q, we compared our approximate result
w(q) = u(0)(q) for u(q) with the perturbative renormalization group, and
we saw that the asymptotic analytic expression [q2ln1/2(q/ m )]-1 which we
obtained was exact.  At low momentum q, we have no such standard for
comparison.  However in the next section we shall see that the corrections
to u(0)(q) appear only after hadronization.  Without an exact calculation of
these corrections, we cannot be sure of the exact asymptotic behavior of the
static color-Coulomb potential at low momentum.  It appears possible [see
(11.20) below] that the asymptotic analytic expression for u(0)(q), namely
( m /q)4/3q-2, is also exact at low momentum.  However our approach in no
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way depends on this being the exact asymptotic behavior at low
momentum, but only that u(0)(q) is a useful starting point for systematic
corrections that which correctly describes the qualitative features of a
confining theory.
The r5/3 potential we have obtained is strongly confining, more like
a spring than a string.  A potential which rises as strongly as r2 has been
used with phenomenological success [20].  If the singularity of v(0)(q) were
as strong as q-5, the integral (10.17) would diverge in the infrared.  The
interaction energy obtained here, which is given by q-14/3 at small q is not
far from this upper limit. The color-Coulomb energy of the quark-
antiquark pair is infra-red finite in the color-singlet state because of the
cancellation between the self energy and the exchange energy, which
correspond respectively to the two terms in the factor [1 - cos(q × r)] of
(10.17).  The interaction energy would be infinite due to an infrared
divergence in any state other than the color singlet state.  Because the
color-Coulomb potential j a = u r a couples universally to the total color
charge Q, only color-singlet states have finite energy.
11.  Hadronization
In the calculation of the static color-coulomb potential in the last
section, we replaced Hr0 = Hho + Hci by the harmonic oscillator
hamiltonian Hho.  In this section we shall investigate effects of the color-
Coulomb interaction hamiltonian Hci.
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Recall from sec. 7 that Hci = 2-1 å q  r - q a v q  r q a, where the color-
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q + q 'b, l  + a†- q - q 'b, l  ) ( a- q 'c, m  - a† q 'c, m  ). (11.1)



















 = (2i)-1 fabc å




 = (4i)-1 fabc å





 = - (4i)-1 fabc å
q ' C- q + q ', l ; q ', m  ( a q + q 'b, l  a- q 'c, m  ), (11.5)
C –
q , l ; q ', m  ”  B q , q ' l , m  ( w q l  w q ' m )-1/2 ( w q l  –  w q ' m ), (11.6)
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and we have exploited the anti-symmetry of fabc.  The zero-frequency
component of r
q
 is the global color-charge operator Qa = r







 vanish at q  = 0,
r
q =0a,++ = r q =0a,-- = 0, (11.7)
the global charge operator is given in terms of creation and annihilation
operators by
Qa = r
q =0a,0 = -i fabc å q  a† q b, l   a q c, l  . (11.8)
There is a corresponding decomposition of Hci according to change
in number of gluon quanta,
Hci =  Hci0 + Hci++ + Hci-- +  Hci++++ + Hci----, (11.9)
where




Hhad(u) ”  Hho(u) + Hci0(u), (11.11)
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which is the part of Hr0 that conserves the number of gluon quanta.  We
now come to an important property which greatly facilitates the present
approach: Hho and Hhad have the same ground state Y 0.  To see this,
observe that the ground state Y 0 of the harmonic oscillator hamiltonian
Hho satisfies a q c, l  Y 0 = 0.  Because of the anti-symmetry of the structure
constants fabc, Y 0 is also an eigenstate of Hci0,
Hci0 Y 0 = l  Y 0. (11.12)











.  Thus Hho and Hhad have the
same ground state Y 0, as asserted.
The simplification implied by this result is now apparent.  The gluon
propagator D
q
0(u), which is the ground state expectation-value (7.34), is
identical for the hamiltonian Hho(u) and for Hhad(u).  Moreover D q 0(u) is
the kernel of the integral equation (6.57) or (6.58) which determines the
color-Coulomb potential u.  We thus arrive at the important conclusion that
the approximate static color-Coulomb potential w = u(0) that we calculated
in the last section for the hamiltonian Hho(u) is also the static color-
Coulomb potential for the hamiltonian Hhad(u).  This result is unchanged if
one includes dynamical quarks in Hhad.
The hamiltonian Hhad(u(0))contains the universal coupling to the total
color charge, as one sees from (11.7) and (11.8), so with this hamiltonian
only color singlet states have finite energy.  It follows that the calculation
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of the last section for external quarks also holds for separated color charge
carried by dynamical gluons or quarks described by Hhad.  Separated color
charge has an interaction energy that rises like r5/3.  Consequently the
spectrum of Hhad contains only states of zero total color-charge, the
hadrons.  Moreover, because Hhad conserves number of gluon and quark
quanta, the two- or three-quantum states of zero color-charge, the mesons
and baryons, may be calculated from a two- or three-body bound state
equation.
Thus, the hadronic hamiltonian Hhad with the color-Coulomb
potential w(k) calculated in the last section, provides a model which has the
qualitative features expected of color confinement.
If the hamiltonian Hhad is normal-ordered, one-particle self-energy
parts
H1p = å q ' a† q 'b, m   a q 'b, k  S q ', k , m (11.13)
are separated out, where
S
q ', k , m  ”  4-1n å q  C q ', k ; q , l  C q , l ; q ', m . (11.14)
However this separation introduces infrared divergences in the energy
which cancel between the one-and two particle parts in the color-singlet
confined states, as in eq. (10.17).
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In the critical limit, these one-particle self-energies also contain
ultraviolet divergences including, in particular, the quadratic Coulombic
self-energy of the gluons.  These contributions must be isolated and
cancelled against corresponding divergences of the transverse gluons.  The
divergences of the transverse gluons are treated perturbatively and come
with various powers of g0, whereas g0 has disappeared from Hhad.
However the cancellations may nevertheless be done using the expression
(8.24) for g0( m ) which comes from the horizon condition.  The non-
perturbative regularization of ultra-violet divergences provided by the
Wilson lattice assures us that this cancellation does occur.  However a
systematic study of these ultraviolet divergences in the Coulomb gauge will
not be undertaken here.  The infra-red and unltra-violet features just noted
are familiar from radiative corrections to atomic energy levels.
The terms of Hci, eq. (11.9), in which the number of gluon or quark
quanta changes are treated perturbatively in the present approach.  They
cause a mixing of the vacuum state Y 0 with the hadron states just discussed.
This does change the gluon propagator D0( q ), and corrects the static color-
Coulomb potential from w = u(0) to the exact expression u.
Corrections to the static color-Coulomb potential u(0) may be
calculated perturbatively as follows.  We write
Hr0(u) = Hhad(u) + H1(u), (11.15)
and we treat H1 as a perturbation..  Correspondingly we expand the
vacuum state Y , the correlation function D0, and u,
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Y (u) = Y (0)(u) + Y (1)(u) + Y (2)(u) + ...  , (11.16)
D0(u) = D0(0)(u) + D0(1)(u) + D0(2)(u) + ...  , (11.17)
u = u(0) + u(1) + u(2) + ...  , (11.18)
which gives
Dk0(u) = Dk0(0)(uk(0)) + uk(1) ¶ D0(0)(uk(0))/ ¶ uk + Dk0(1)(u(0)) + ...  .
In each order the propagator Dk0(n) may be calculated perturbatively, from
Dk0(u) = [2 w k(uk)]-1 (Y 0(u), [ak + a-k†] [a-k + ak†] Y 0(u)), (11.19)
where Y 0(u) is the vacuum state of Hr0. When the expansion (11.18) is
substituted into the self-consistency equation (6.57), the successive
corrections u(n) are determined by linear inhomogeneous equations.
We normal-order the last expression and obtain
Dk0(u) = [2 w k(uk)]-1 [ 1 + Fk(u) ], (11.20)
where w k(uk) = k2 + m 4u(k).  Here
Fk(u) = ( Y 0(u), [a-k† a-k + ak† ak + ak a-k + a-k† ak†] Y 0(u), 
(11.21)
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depends on the wave-function of the vacuum state.  (In the basis provided
by the eigenfunctions of Hhad, Fk(u) results from the mixing of the vacuum
state with with hadrons.)  If Fk(u) vanishes at k = 0, then our expession
Bk-10/3 for u(k) at low k is exact.  If Fk(u) is finite at k = 0, then only the
normalization constant B changes.  As one sees from the self-consistency
equation (6.58), only if Fk(u) is divergent at k = 0 will u(k) be less
singular than k-10/3 at k = 0, and E(r) will grow less rapidly at large r
than r5/3.
12.  Conclusion
We have obtained a weak-coupling approximation scheme in the
lattice Coulomb hamiltonian formulation that in zeroth order accounts
qualitatively for the features of a confining theory both at high and low
momentum.  It exhibits a confining potential energy between separated
color charge that grows like r5/3 at long range, and agrees with the
perturbative renormalization-group [r ln( m /r)]-1and at short range.  This
offers the exciting prospect that QCD may be understood asymptotically at
both long and short distances.
Our results are summarized in the Introduction, and we close with a
number of questions suggested by the present investigation.  (i) Does the
parameter m  that sets the mass scale require infinite renormalization in
higher order, or is m  a finite hadronic mass?  (ii)  Can a systematic method
be developed in the present scheme for cancelling ultraviolet divergences in
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the critical limit?  (iii) Is the form (8.24) of the unrenormalized coupling
constant of the lattice Coulomb hamiltonian exact or approximate? (iv) Can
one demonstrate that relativistic invariance is recovered? (v) Does the
speed of light require renormalization, as the price we paid for using the
same coupling for vertical and horizontal links?  (vi) Is the r5/3 growth  at
large r of the asymptotic potential energy exact or approximate?  (vii) Is
such a potential consistent with the spectrum of massive quarkonium?
(viii) Is the spectrum of Hhad, which was introduced in the last section, a
good approximation to observed levels?  (ix)  Can a simpler, relativistically
covariant formulation be developed that allows a non-perturbative
expansion corresponding to M-1 = O(g0-1), or is the hamiltonian
formulation necessary? (x) Is the non-perturbative Ansatz made here
optimal, or is there a better one which gives the complete renormalization-
group coefficient brg in lowest order, instead of just the part due bc
obtained here (see sect. 8) which is due to the static color-Coulomb
interaction?  (xi) Is it possible to explicitly eliminate g0 from the exact
hamiltonian Heff' as was done here for the approximate hamiltonian Hr0?
The author recalls with pleasure stimulating and informative
conversations with Gianfausto Dell'Antonio, T. D. Lee, Martin Schaden,
Dieter Schuette, and Wolfhart Zimmermann.  He is grateful to the
organizers of the Fifth Meeting on Light-Cone Quantization and Non-
perturbative QCD, Regensburg, Germany, June 20-23, 1995, for a
stimulating conference that provided the inspiration to start this
investigation.
Appendix:  Exactly Soluble Model
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In this Appendix, we shall verify the results of sect. 2, and see how
the large-N limit is approached, for a special case in which the boundary
value problem may be solved exactly for finite N.  If the parameters Ek
and ck that appear in (2.4) and (2.6) are independent of k,
Ek = E, and ck = c, (A.1)
the original boundary value problem may be solved using N-dimensional
spherical symmetry.
Before doing so, let us see what the equivalent problem described by
Heff gives.  The horizon condition (2.34) simplifies to
[ 2 c ( c2E2 + 2 g  )1/2 ]-1 - 1 = 0, (A.2)
This has a solution for positive g  if 2c2E < 1.  In this case the system is in
the horizon phase, and g  has the critical value
2 g  = (2c)-2 - c2E2. (A.3)
In this phase, Heff is a system of N decoupled harmonic oscillators, all with
the same frequency (2.31),
w  = (2c2)-1,     (A.4)
and eigenvalues (2.32)
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l  = å k (nk + 2-1)(2c2)-1 -  2-1[(2c)-2 - c2E2] N
l  = ( å k nk )(2c2)-1 + 2-1 [ (2c)-2 + (cE)2 ] N. (A.5)
On the other hand, if 2c2E ‡  1, the system is in the perturbative phase
with g  = 0, and Heff is a set of N decoupled harmonic oscillators, all with
frequency
w  =  E . (A.6)
and eigenvalues
l  = å k (nk + 2-1) E  =  å k nk E + 2-1N E . (A.7)
To solve the boundary problem directly, we go to hyperspherical
coordinates with radial coordinate
r = ( å i qi2 )1/2. (A.8)
The angular laplacian in N dimensions has eigenvalues l(N-2+l) for angular
momentum l = 0, 1,... , and the eigenvalue equation for the radial wave
function R(r) that corresponds to the hamiltonian (2.4) reads
2-1[ - rN-1 d/dr rN-1 d/dr + l(N-2+l) r-2 + E2 r2] R = l  R. (A.9)
The fundamental modular region is defined by the condition
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G(r) ”  c-2r2 - N £  0, (A.10)
and the boundary condition reads
R(cN1/2) = 0. (A.11)
The probability distribution in r is given by rN-1R2dr, where N is an
enormous power representing the entropy.  We set
J ”  rN/2 - 1 R, (A.12)
so the probability distribution in the horizon function G = c-2r2 - N is
given by 2-1J2dr2 = 2-1c2J2dG.  The radial equation now reads
2-1[ - d2/dr2 - r-1 d/dr + (2-1N - 1 +l)2 r - 2 + E2 r2] J = l  J,
(A.13)
which, for E = 0, is of Bessel type.  The entropy is now represented by
the coefficient (2-1N)2 of the centrifugal potential r-2.  Finally, we
introduce the rescaled radial variable x by
r ”  cN1/2 x, (A.14)
so the radial equation reads
(2c2N)-1 [ - d2/dx2 - x-1 d/dx + (2-1N - 1 +l)2 x-2 + (Nc2E)2 x2] J
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               =  l  J, (A.15)
The fundamental modular region is the interval 0 £  x £  1, and the
boundary conditions on J = J(x) read
J(0) = J(1) = 0. (A.16)
We are interested in the case of N very large.  The left hand side of
(A.15) contains the potential energy
V(x) ” (2c2N)-1 [ (2-1N - 1 +l)2 x-2 + (Nc2E)2 x2 ], (A.17)
with the enormous coefficent of order N, where the first term represents
the entropy and the second the energy.  This has an extremely deep and
narrow minimum at
x = (2c2E)-1/2[ 1 + 2(l - 1)N-1 ]1/2. (A.18)
We are interested in the large-N limit, while the number of angular
excitations l  remains finite.  If 2c2E > 1, this minimum lies inside the
fundamental modular region.  In the large-N limit all the probability in x
gets concentrated at the infinitely sharp minimum at x = (2c2E)1/2 < 1,
and the boundary condition J(1) = 0 is vacuous.  In this case the energy,
represented by the second term in V(x) is stronger than the entropy.  On
other hand, if  2c2E < 1, then the minimum of the potential located at
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(A.18) occurs outside the fundamental modular region and is irrelevant.  In
this case, the minimum of the potential within the fundamental modular
region lies on the boundary, at x = 1, and all the probability in x is
concentrated there.  Now the entropy is stronger than the energy.  These
alternatives correspond to the perturbative and horizon phases identified in
sect. 2.  Moreover, for the perturbative phase, the system is accurately
described by Heff, with g  = 0.
We may now see how the large-N limit is approached in the horizon
phase, characterized by 2c2E < 1.  The minimum of the potential V(x)
occurs at the boundary x = 1.  We expand V(x) about x = 1,
V(x) = V0 + b (1-x) N + O(1-x)2 (A.19)
where
V0 ”  (2c2)-1{ [4-1 + (c2E)2 ]N + (l - 1)  + (l - 1)2N-1 } (A.20)
b ”  c-2{ [4-1 - (c2E)2 ] + (l - 1) N-1 + (l - 1)2 N-2 }. (A.21)
Upon changing variable to y = 1-x, the eigenvalue equation (A.15) is well
approximated by
{ (2c2N)-1[ - d2/dy2 + (1-y)-1 d/dy] + V0 + b N y ] J  =  l  J,
(A.22)
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with boundary condition J(0) = 0.  Upon changing variables according to
y = N-2/3z, this equation reads
{ V0 + N1/3 (2c2)-1 [ - d2/dz2 + b z ] } J = l  J, (A.23)
where we have neglected the term N-1/3(1-zN-2/3)-1 dJ/dz.  The eigenvalues
are thus given by
l  = V0 + N1/3(2c2)-1 m n(b) (A.24)
where m n(b) are the eigenvalues of the operator
- d2/dz2 + b z , (A.25)
and n is the radial quantum number.  We rewrite the eigenvalues as
l  = 2-1 { [(2c2)-1 + (cE)2 ] N + N1/3(2c2)-1 m n(b0)  
                                  + (2c2)-1(l - 1) + o(N), (A.26)
where
b0 ”  2 [4-1 - (c2E)2 ] , (A.27)
and o(N) represents terms that vanish as N fi  ¥ . Note that b0 is
independent of l.
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We now compare these eigenvalues, obtained by solving the
boundary value problem for N finite, with the eigenvalues of the harmonic
oscillator hamiltonian Heff, given in (A.5), which represent the large-N
limit.  The vacuum energy, which is of order N, is in error by the term
N1/3(2c2)-1 m 0(b0).  This is not a problem however, because in a quantum
field theory, the vacuum energy is not an observable.  The radial
excitations of order N1/3, are missing from (A.5) but in the large-N limit
these are infinitely high, so that is alright.  On the other hand the harmonic
oscillator hamiltonian Heff has radial excitations that are finite.  However
this is but one mode out of an infinite number of angular modes, and a
single mode cannot be observed in an otherwise well-behaved field theory.
With the identification l = å k nk, the finite energy excitations agree.  We
conclude that the results obtained in the large-N limit are physically
acceptable, both in the perturbative and confined phase, and moreover that
these two phases are correctly distinguished.
Since it doesn't matter that the radial wave function is incorrectly
represented in the large-N limit, this limit is in fact insensitive to the
precise nature of the boundary condition. The physics would be unchanged
if the boundary condition were J'(1) = 0 instead of J(1) = 0.  In the
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1.  Plots of f(a ) ”  N-1( Æ G æ
a
 + a -1) against a , see eqs. (2.22), (2.24).
(i) The number of degrees of freedom N is finite.
(ii) As N fi  ¥ , a cr fi  0.  This is case (a), the perturbative phase.
  (iii) As N fi  ¥ , a cr remains finite.  This is case (b), the horizon phase.
